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Students hurt by add-drop drawbacks
by Sue Steele

"Write your legislator and tell
him
to pass the bond issue." This
was the
rnpathetic advice the Art
Department gave one student
who
was trying to pick up an art
course
which was filled.
Neither three of the colleges
nor
the registrat's office has been
keeping
records of the number of those
who
went through add-drop, but
in the
College of Arts and Sciences
1,656
students went through the hassle
of
trying to change courses.
The College of Techn
ology
recorded 249, and the College
of
Education reported, "... They
(the
students) came too fast."

Not all add-drop changes were the
result of the students not getting
their required courses, but it's safe to
assume that a large percentage were.
Debbie Adams, in Life Sciences and
Agriculture, registered for only 10
hours, was closed out of Sy 3,
Introduction to Sociology, and Sh31,
a special course. With some legwork
she managed to get Sy 3, but had to
pick up Ms 6 to get enough credit
hours. "This is just poor planning on
the part of the University. These are
requirements," she said.
Sue Phillips, also in L.S. & A., was
closed out of Sy 3, a prerequisite to a
major requirement. A sophomore,
she was unhappy about it but

resigned herself. "Next semest
er I'll
have to take all requirements,"
she
said.
In talking with students, one of
the most frequent problem areas is
the social sciences. Every Collegc,
except Technology', requires at least
two semesters of a continuing social
science.
The psychology department is
swamped. Since Py 1/2 was revised
to
General Py I, it's necessary to take
on higher, more specialized course
to
fulfill the year's requirement. This
in
turn crowds the higher courses and
makes it almost impossible to get
a
Psychology course.
Sylvia Brackett, in E.S.&A., tried
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to get Py 123, Child Psych
ology and
Py 133, Abnormal Psych
ology. Both
were closed. She picked
up Py 123 in
CED course, but had to
take Sy 4
without Sy 3, because
all Sy 3
divisions were closed.
This doesn't include the
Child
Development courses she couldn
't get
into. "I'm mad about it,"
was her
only comment.

students are given priority over day
students. During the 5:30-8 classes
it's about half and half. There is no
real policy concerning priority for
majors and seniors. It's more or less
first come, lust servo, However, the
department does all it can if a
student needs a specific course to
graduate.
Mr. Oliver pointed out the
problem with the Education courses.
They are all full to overflowing. The
College of Education finds itself
obliged to provide courses for its own
students and all others who want to
get a teaching certificate. Candy'
Coulling, in A.&S., had to take EDH
130 at night, but commented,"I like
it because it's only once a week."
Oliver summed it up, "We're not
overjoyed at day students coming
down."
President Libby termed the
problem "very serious." He
remarked, "the undergraduate tends
to be shortchananged
CED
courses are geared to adults." He
went on to say that an undergraduate
and an adult will have different goals
in a course. The undergraduate
is
likely to be unfamiliar with the
subject and eager to learn as much as
he can. The adults may have even
had
practical experience and speak
a
professional jargon which alienates
the day student.

The Technology studen
ts aren't
free of worry either
.
Sheila
Thompson, a Tech major,
remarkea,
"Freshmen have their
courses
planned, but a lot of techie
s get
closed out of humanities
courses
which are still requirements."
Consequently, the CED courses
are being filled by day students who
can't get into they courses they want.
William A. Oliver, director of the
Continuing Education Division,
reports that of the 2470 CED
students enrolled at the Orono
campus, 899 are day students. At the
Bangor campus it's 73 out of 347.
There are two class times
available: 7-9 p.m. and 5:30-8 p.m.
CED is trying to accommodate the
day students, but as Mr. Oliver
remarks, — The overcrowding
problem comes from the day
students."
There are problems for the
undergraduate. He has preregistered
for his courses in November. If he
requests a CED course, he receives an
The undergraduate sits impatient
acknowledgment, but this doesn't with
endless discussion. The adults in
mean lie gets the course. The CH) turn
may resent the day student. The
students don't register until January course
s satisfy- no one completely.
upon payment.
"neither fish, nor fowl, nor good red
If enough CED students register meat,"
as President Libby puts it.
for the course, the day student may
Libby and the registrar's office are
find himself without a course at the worki
ng on the problem. lirst of all.
last minute.
the enrollment level will be held
The CED students also have stead
y, the incoming freshman class
complaints. The older adults desire smalle
r. Professors will only be hired
discussion classes which are as vacanc
ies occur.
impossible with 60 or more students
Secondly, a new scheduling
in a class. About half of the CED Py techn
ique is in the works. President
123 and Py 133 classes are day Libby
realizes that students and
students. Mr. Oliver hasn't yet
faculty alike don't appreciate having
received any complaints this a
4:10 class on Friday: howeser. as
semester, but "... it's too early," he there
are 40 daytime periods per
said.
week. "we must cxisider each time
He has received complaints in the period
past. The faculty has also complained studen equally well," Libby said. The
ts will preregister first, then
about the class siie. hut has agreed the
time schedule will be worked out.
to teach under the less-than-perfect
"We're coming to a time when a
conditions.
During the 7-9 classes CI D
continued on page 9

January grads are
hard-pressed for jobs
REGISTRATION RUSH -- Hundreds of registrants
vying for placement in abenaki experimental colleg
e

,rds of one out of three
i.e:,, , iirailuates of UMO is looking
for a HI ..
In the words of Philip J.
Brockway. UMO placement director,
"I've been in this type of work since
1935. but I've never seen a year that
an economic downturn hit the
college population as heavily as this
by Don Perry
In Stan Finn's class of Love, little foolishness,
quite a bit of one.
Affection, and Foolishness, everyone affection,
and probably a dash of
Brockway estimates that usually
Monday evening marked the first was on a natural high, leading one to love to boot.
one out of 10 graduates is iooking for
full evening of classes for the new believe that at least the lose part of
In Thomas 1. rank's class of Drug
work three weeks after graduation.
abenaki experimental college, this course will be less taught than Use and Drug
Esperimentation, the
From a sample of the 343 January
beginning a semester of operation spontaneously achieved.
atmosphere was understandably a
graduates, these facts emerge:
Finn is a happy character who little more
that will determine.. one way or
cautious. 1- rank is a
• In sonic specialities, the lack of
another—whether the college will be 4 makes himself liked, and everyone serious and friend
ly man who looks jobs
is in the proportion of a
success and of just how much salue it else feel at home. The whole class like he might know
something about mini-crisis.
was invited to come to his house at human beings
Ses en students were
will be to the community.
, and does.
awarded their degrees in pulp and
If the lust night was any any time.
The class was primarily
paper technology Jan. 23, but only
Finn is a former cab driver and orient
indication, Abenaki seems well on its
ation. Everyone was given a
one is known to have a job.
way to achieving most everything it social worker, who admits to being chance to explain why
they were
* Six business recruiters a week
set out to accomplish. Practically broke now. He suggested that when there and what they wante
d to do,
have been canceling their scheduled
everyone who signed up for the the class was over in June, everyone
There were two older people
interviews at the UMO placement
nemerous and saried free courses in the class join him in buying a farm present. One was
a guidance office since Septe
where
mber. Brockwas
they could all live together.
being taught on Monday, showed up.
councelor, and the other a nurse.
September, recorded 206 busincs .
Finn also admits to being a tyrant. Both want
to learn about drugs and planning
Attendance was excellent, but a He has required three books
to send a recruiter to
be read their effects on people.
few came out of curiosity, and some for his course: The
campus. He had 150 listed Mond.,
Politics of
Two
studen
ts at LIMO, who are in including 80 who
class levels can be expected to drop Experience, by Ronald
have conducted
Laing: Letters the class, pleaded having friends
with their interviews and left.
slightly after the first week, as From The Earth. by Mark
Twain; and drug problems. One said she
wanted
happens at any college.
• Contrary to popular
The Murder of Jesus Chin!, by
to try mescaline. but wanted to find conce
ption. the Graduate School is
Roy Krantz, organizer of Abenaki. Wilhelm Reich. But the books
will be out about it first.
not besieged by a surge of applicants
said most of the classes had all the bought sparsely by those
who can
Frank will deal with one drug at a trying to
equipment they required, and the afford them, and be
avoid the job market for
circulated time, and the students will be
asked several more semesters. By Jan. 31,
few shortages were minimum. around amongst the others.
to get up and talk' abbOt them. the school
Krantz, and co-organizer Philip
received 789 applications
The class lasted about two hours including relati
ng their experiences for the fall class, compa
Spaulding, visited several of the without one had momen
red to 698
t. The with them, if any. No drugs still
be received by Jan. 31, 1970 for thc
classes to make sure no problems atmosphere was so open that
even taken in the class, but the class will
present class.
were encountered.
o bjc ctions and a rgu men ts went be very intima
te. lhis reporter got
• Eor those who have found jobs.
Ehis /porter sisited two lasses, smoothly and unbegrudged.
the feeling that 1 rank is deeply salarie
s are depressed. According to
and found, for the most part, great
Next week the class will meet at interested and commi
tted to helping Brockway, they have increa
amount of enthusiasm amongst the one of the student's houses, there
sed two
and educating his students about or three
per cent In the past twelve
students. Everyone seemed excited will be poetry reading by candle
months. the cost of lising went up
and bursting with ideas.
light, music by Elton John. wine, a
continued on page 10
5.5 per cent in 1970.
crowd the lobby of Memorial Union. Over
1.000 'sere
admitted into the college's 80-plus course
s.

Abenaki opens: 1,000 register

The picture, however, is not all
bleak.
LIMO graduated eight men with
Ph.D.'s in January. Seven of them
found jobs in academia in spite of the
publicity about a shrinking number
of positions for men with doctoral
degrees, especially in education.
urthermore, as Brockway says,
"companies are selective but they do
have jobs. Otherwise, their
interviewers wouldn't be coming
here."
Brockway is perhaps the
unemployed student's best friend on
this campus. He is the person
mentioned most often by the
u
Lionruka.ry graduates in their search for
Ile sas
he has more than a
thousand UMO students listed in all
indicating they want to talk with
business inters iewers
but probably
continued on page 13
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ABORTION
COUNSELING
INFORMATION
AND REFERRAL
S'FR VICES

Abortion, up to 24 we, pregnancy are nos. legal in\
York State There are no re—
doles. restrictions at cooperntini:
hospitals Only thc consent
the patient and the perforninf_
phy.-1Cirin is required
If you think yOU are pregnanr
consult your doctor Don't di
lay It you choose to hase
abortion early abortion, ar
simpler and safer
Abortions should he per
formed by Board certified obvtv
trician, and gynecologists, witlBoard certified anesthesiologist
attending in fully licensed an.:
accredited general hospitals You
should nor have to pas exorbi
tant charges for ans of these
services
If you need information or
professional assistance including
immediate registration into available hospitals telephonc The
Abortion Information Agency
(212-873-6650), which has
helped counsel and place more
than 22,000 women for safe
legal hospital abortions
The total costs at good facl'
ities range as follows (in-patient
hospital service, except as
noted) •
For D & C Pregnancy up to
9 week, .5285-S310 (out-patient
hospital sersice) ; up to 12
week. S385-$410, up to 14
weeks $560 For Saline Inductioni in-24 weeks. S560-$585

Sierra club hikes
scheduled Feb. 13-14
Sieita Clot- I eb. 13 will
sponsor a snowshoe hike up Peaked
Mountain ('hick's Hill) in Clifton.
Interested persons should meet at
I p.m. on Route 9 in Clifton near the
Park Pond and the Highway
D e par tment picnic area. Frank
Roberts of Old I oss n 1827-2951 I will
be the group leader.
There will be a hike on the
Carriage Roads in
the
Penobscot-Sargent Mountain area on
Mount Desert Island Feb. 14. Meet at
10 a.m. at the Gatehouse on Route
198 in Northeast Harbor.
Bring a lunch and either
cross-country skis or snowshoes. Art
Champlm of Northeast Harbor
(276-5048) will be the leader.

To
Thegal

Mark II
'sr
p.

...a bigger version
of Toyota economy
• Approximately 25 mpg • Nylon
Carpets•Top Speed: 105•Power
Brakes all around with Front Disc
Brakes • Reclining Bucket Seats
• 108 hp Single OHC Engine.

• ariina

***

'TOUR FRIENDS IN
THE AUTOMOBILE 1

INESS

••- uak Ntreel • BAngror. ,
Maine 04401

THE ABORTION INFORMATION
AGENCY- INC
160 West 86th Si, N Y

N Y too724

212-873-6650
SAM to 10 Pm seven Days a Week
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Send your lovebund le
our LoveBuncile:
-And she'll be bitten by
the LoveBug. That's me '

lebruary 11. 1971

Senate reprimands faculty,
awaits further proposals
l'he student senate by a vote of
42-2-4 I uesday reprimanded the
faculty of the College of Arts and
Sciences for disregarding the
authority of the Educational Poky
Committee in acting on
academic
reform last week.
The resolution alleged that the
faculty "flagrantly subverted" the
authority of the EPC in voting last
week to accept the Terrell proposal
for what on the surface seems to be
liberal academic reform.
The EP(', which was aware of the
Terrell motion, has been working on
a measure which would require that
students ake a certain number of
hours from three area of study: social
sciences, humanities, and natural
sciences.
The Terrell proposal requires all
students to take one year of courses
in five categories. They are: fine arts

tart and music), speech and drama;
foreign language; social science;
natural science and mathematics; and
humanities.
At the meeting last week, the EPC
asked the Arts and Sciences faculty
to discuss the former proposal with
hopes of delaying a vote until the
March meeting.
However, in the words of one of
the faculty, the group "stampeded"
into passage of the Terrell proposal.
Student senators felt that since
the EPC is supposed to report to the
faculty in March, the faculty was
disregarding that committee. Mike
Huston said the faculty was telling
the EPC, "We're sorry we created
you." He added,"They shouldn't say
that."

What better word than "Love"?
What better way to say it than with the
"LoveBundle"?
A special Valentine's bouquet, with a lift-out
LoveBug corsage to wear on Valentine's Day.
Order it to arrive early. Because it's designed to
stretch Valentine's Day into a whole week.
Why squeeze your love into one day?
Available only at an FTD florist. At a special price

Send the FTD "LoveBundle" for Valentine's week.

•As an independent bus,nPssman. each FTC. Mernt.,-own

prices.

• •

•

by Rent
following his verbal anal} sis of the
Terrell proposal.
He said there are too few
professors in the areas of fine arts: it
is difficult to learn much of a foreign
language in one year: and most
students want more than one year of
social sciences.
Gauvreau said he will wait to see a
description of course which can
fulfill the Terrell requirements.
"Then I might be convinced that this
is a sound proposal," he said..
Dunn Hall Incident

In other action the senate passed a
regarding privacy in
dormitories as a result of a fire drill
Sunday at 2 a.m. in Dunn Hall during
which the head resident took
identification cards of students in
Senate Vice President Paul violation of the parietals policy. He
Gauvreau was loudly applauded later returned the cards and no
_ students were punished.
The senate called checktng parietal
•Holations by means of fire drills
'both gross overreaction and an
invasion of privacy." The motion
further said the imprudent use of
emergency measures may result in
their eventual ineffectiveness.
Two prominent U.S. officials will arrive
on campus early Tuesday
The senate went on record
be visiting LIMO next week. Former afterno
on for an informal discussion
recommending.
the adoption of the
U.S. Senator from New York Charles with student
s in the Main Lounge of following points: that no
parietal
Goodell will highlight a five-day stay the Memori
al Gymnasium.
hours violations be recorded at the
in Maine with an address Monday at
It is expected that he will discuss time of fire drills: that
no more than
8:15 p.m. in Lengyel Gymnasium.
the role of justice in the U.S. with two fire drills be
held each year; and
Goodell, a liberal Republican who UMO student The
s.
visit is part of the that fire drills
not be staged
was
the target of some Justice Department's commun
ication "specifically or partial
ly" for the
widely-circulated comments by Vice improvement
program which is being purpose of determi
ning violation of
President Spiro Agnew for his extended
to 52 colleges and any University
Housing Office
opposition to key Nixon proposals, universities
across the U.S.
regulation.
will speak on the situation in
Indochina and will also comment on
t he Republican Party's chances in
1972. He will also answer questions
horn a student panel and from the
udience.
Sponsored by the UMO College
epublicans, the Distinguished
Lecture Series of the Student Senate
and the Class of 1972, Goodell will
follow up his address by speaking to
a political science class and attending
a political science faculty coffee
Tuesday morning, before departing
from Bangor International Airport. 1)% Mike Craig
are 80 Republicans and 71
U.S. Solicitor General Erwin N.
Democrats.
N ‘I PUS Statehouse reporter
Griswold and three associates from
There are those who are saying
the Justice Dcn,trtment will visit and
with ever increasing frequency, that
Augusta, Maine)... The Maine a truer
talk with U‘1,.
talents Feb. 16.
accounting would show that
Legislature is a mixed bag. There is a the state
hilegislature functions down
•ociates v. ill
simple, declarative statement on two other
lines of political
ss hich hangs a tale. We have measurement- Conservative and
GASS OFFICE SUPPLY CO. propensity to wish to categorize Democrat. That is probably true. But
eseryone and everything we come in where it is relatively easy to
,,ntact with. So I shall try to determine a man's political party
ategonze this august body which is affiliation, it is infinitely harder to
138 Washington St.
meeting at the State House this determine his political philosophy.
(You just can't get them to admit to
winter, spring, and summer.
Tel. 942-6789
The 105th Legislature is made up anything.)
BANGOR, MAINE
of two branches; the Maine State
Far and away, the greatest single
Senate comprised of 32 senators and number of legislators come from the
'Lrerything .for the
the Maine State House of ranks of the retired or semi-retired.
students and your
Representatives made up of 151 state Twenty-eight senators and
representatives. Of the 32 state representatives list themselves as
office.'
senators, 18 are Republicans and 14 retired or retired from one career and
are Democrats. In the House, there are now engaged in another career. In
addition, there are three retired
military officers and two retired
police officers.
Attorneys, surprisingly enough,
are not in as great numbers as one
would guess. Ihere are 12 attorneys,
compared with other twenty-five
who might be considered
TODAY'S BARBERSHOP
businessmen. There arc nearly as
many insurance people and an equal
RAZOR CUTS - REGULAR number of real estate brokers.
In the areas of farming, lumbering,
STYLES
and forestry, there are 22 legislatures
from those agrarian enterprises.
"Check your collegiate coupon bookkt"
The pulp and paper industry is
represented by four mill workers.
li.inlioond St
942-6404
DOSS litosi. ii
rigor
There are two members of the
105th who work for the Maine
Central Railroad, but no members
are associated with the much more
powerful trucking industry.
Don't forget thdr SPit Id: one on
Valentine's Day
Teaching, both on the public
-this weekend.
school level and the college level, is
well represented with three college
A Valentine arrangement of flowers
professors and six teachers. .
or her favorite roses.
In the miscellaneous category,
diversity thy name is the 105th.
Shoot your arrow straight to her heart with
There is a diver, a doctor, a nurse and
flowers Nom
a writer; a meat packer and a public
relations man; a broadcaster and a
lobster dealer; a funeral director and
Broadway
a charter boat operator; and four
dramior•
T _ cld74.521
students and a used car dealer.
Hicians certainly do make
shi.inFc bedfellows.
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Library chief snys
problems paguc Folger

re:legal abortions
••••

by Renee Campbell
Dr. James C. NlacCampbell, head
UMO librarian, said Tuesday that
insufficient funding, low seating
capacity and an undersized book
collection are only a few of the
prob le ills p lag ii ing the 1- ogler
Library..
"Presently.," MacCampbell said,
"we seat less than 1.000 students at
study stations. We should have
heMeCn 2500-3000 student stations
to adequately- meet the needs of all
the students.
or book collection should
include I.250,000 volumes. We have.
however, only 425,000 volumes or
37 per cent of the needed amount at
the present time. We have 75 per cent
of the books recommended for a
good undergraduate collection, and
65 per cent of the desired journals,
serials, and standard reference
works."
MacCampbell has requested a
budget of $3,112,953 for Fogler
during the 71-73 biennium. A request
for $1,503,293 was made for the
71-72 fiscal year, and $1.609,660
WaS requested for the 72-73 fiscal
year.
The budget has been divided into
two part.. Part one covers operating
costs for the year, and part two
covers new and improved services. If
Vogler is allotted part one of the
budget, its status will remain as is. If.
hovvever, part two is also allotted, the
status of the library will be improved.

Some U MO officials are
pessimistic about the approval of part
two of the budget. MacCampbell
feels that if part one alone is
approved, "Vogler will be taking two
sieps forsvard and one step backward
.1 id will make little progress."

Another problem the library faces
is its lack of space. "If We had the
number of books necessary to meet
all the needs of the students, we
wouldn't have any place to put
them," Mae-Campbell said.

Approval of the requested budget
%souk! help resolve some of the
problems already mentioned and
%souk] "make for a start" at solving
other problems.

Provisions are now being made to
expand the library's space. 'there is a
request in the capital budget that
would alloys for the construction of a
S2.2 million addition to I ogler. It
would be as large as I ogler and
\t. adioili
It.

Itic, graduate program, for
c \ample. suffers greatly from
inadequate collections. No
department feels that Vogler contains
all or most of the research materials
needed for its programs. Depth is
seriously lacking in the periodicals
collection, and this is probably one
of the single greatest weaknesses of
the library.
Books that are stolen or damaged
present another problem to the
library. Vach year, S5.000 is paid to
replace books which have been stolen
or damaged in some way.

what evil
lurks in the
hearts of
men?

Early abortions are safer, simpler, easier to obtain, and
less costly than late abortions. If you think you
are
pregnant, consult a physician without delay
— If you want help, call us now We provide free infor
mation land limited financial assistance) regarding
legal abortions performed without delay by Board car
tifi•d gynecologists in hospitals and out patient
clirics All inquiries are completely confidential

COUNCIL ON ABORTION RESEARCH & EDUCATION
CHARTERED uNDE TNE LAWS
NON-PROFIT CORPORATION OF
THE STATE OF NEW YORK
342 Madison Avenue • New York New York 10017 • 12121 682
6856

GWant ToGVVork OnThe Cape
GNext
Summer?

free
8X10 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
with this ad

Books also have to be replaced
because of being literally worn out.
Reference books on Shakespeare, for
example, are replaced frequently,
because the course is offered to a
large number of students and is
offered every semester. Books of this
type are actually worn out by
constant use.

when 2 or more
are ordered at the
regular price.
FEB.1 to MAR 26
from slides or
color negatives

You can, if you know how to go about choosing a job,
:landing a job, and doing a job. Cape Cod employers need good
:Summer help, and thousands of college students need Summe
r
:jobs. We're not an employment agency, but our brochure,
"HOW
:TO MAKE IT ON THE CAPE" provides the answers to
all sorts
of questions concerning Cape Cod Summer employment.

Act now, and you may be the early bird. Wait
REG. PRICE 83.35i al
a month.
:and you may have to wait another year.

orama.
Inc.

"Photographic Specialists"
Tel. 947-8067
18 Broad St., Bangor, Me,

I.

SCULPTURING — Three Sigma Nu fraternity brothers work on their
snow sculptures for Winter Carnival Weekend. The recent rain hindered the
progress of snow sculptors all over campus, but spirits remained high. The
Winter Carnival Committee will judge the sculptures Saturday morning
from 91 a.m. and the awards will be presented at the intermission of the
Jaime Brockett and Paul Butterfield Blues Band concerts Saturday night.

Constitution change to
lower voting age
A proposed constitutional to vote for President, Vice-President.
amendment to lower the voting age senators and congressmen and not be
in Maine to 18 in state and local able to vote for state and local
elections had reached the enactment officers.
stage in the State Senate and the
Those opposed to Curtis'
House of Representatives on amendment say they are not sure
the
Tuesday.
I 8-year-old is capable of handling the
-fhe measure,introduced by Rep. responsibilities of voting, and they
led Curtis R-Oronoi. calls for a are not sure that Congress and the
consitutional amendment. which, if Supreme Court acted properly
passed by both branches and signed
anyway . Opponents also cite the
by the governor, would put the
poor voting record of the 21 to 30
question to the voters in referendum
year old voters now.
in November of 1971.
When the Maine House voted last
Proponents of the bill cite the
week on a motion to indefinitely
%Wile arguments that were raised
postpone consideration of the 18
when Congress passed the 18-year-old
year old vote bill, the motion 55.15
vote for federal elections. 'the U.S. soundly defeated
. 127-15. Sponsor
Supreme Court voted 5 to 4 in favor
Curtis took this as a very favorable
of the 18-year-old vote last fall.
sign. It was noted that voting on this
Curtis has also stated that it is
proposal was strictly dow n
rather incongruous for 18-year-olds conservativelliberal

For our brochure, "HOW TO MAKE IT ON THE
CAPE"
:send $1.00 to:
CAPE COD CENTRAL
WELLFLEET, MASS, 02667
ZueessimIllIIIIIIIIIIemeemiemmimeemmesemeamoisee

WANTED:
College men and women for management positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for in
college trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation. Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Here's a government position with a lege, you can get your commission
real future for both men and women. through the Air Force Officer TrainAn officer's job in the Air Force. A ing Program. It is open to
all college
mar lgement level job in anybody's grads, both men and women,
who
book. Certainly, there's no better qualify.
way to get the experience and trainCheck it out. You'll find that the
ing needed for executive responsi- Air Force is one career that
offers
bility.
something for everyone. Nearly 430
If you have two years of college different jobs, ranging from
aeroremaining, you could find yourself nautical engineering to zoology,
earning an Air Force commission with almost everything else, includwhile you learn, through the Air ing flying, in between. But whatever
Force ROTC two-year program. your duties, you'll soon discover
Along with college credits and a that the Air Force will let you move
commission,you'll receive $50 each just as far and as fast
as your taimonth as a student And upon grad- ents can take you.
uation, that management position
So look ahead and let your colwe promised will be waiting for you lege years pay off for you
with a
If an advanced degree is in your managerial position in the U.S Air
plans, you'll be happy to learn that Force Just send in this coupon or
the Air Force has a number of out- write to USAF Military Personnel
standing programs to help you fur- Center, Dept. A. Randolph AFB.
ther your education.
Texas 78148,and get your postgra,i
If you're in your final year of col- uate C
c)ff the ground

SCN2•1
USAF Military Personnel Center
Dept. A
Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
Please send me more information
On:
E Officer Training School
Air Force ROTC Program
AGE

I unde•ctand

Find yourself in the ' United States Air Force
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Poor housing in Old Town

IRE

by Bill Houlihan

AMERICANA
COLLECTION

FRYE
BOOTS
A.J

OL DSM/771
MINS &BOY'S
STORE
iONOitTbINIAIN ST
OLD TOWN

Would you believe Old Town has
no Housing Code? So says Building
Inspector George Lozier.
"I really don't know why we
don't have one here," said Lozier. "I
guess many people don't want one."
The Building Inspector in Old
Town has cited many problems
regarding housing for the past 14
years.
There appear to be no vacancies
within the suitable dwellings and/or
apartments in the city. of Old Town.
If anything, most local records would
reflect a shortage of housing stock,
dwellings and/or apartments.
"About 200 students, according
to rumor. were looking for apartments
for this semester. We could stand
more rentals in this town." said
Lozier. In the city of Old Town there
are 888 buildings other than
residences which are renter occupied.
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Orono I enants Union,
operating since 1. all 1970, has begun
a drive to increase membership and
thus 9renghten their collective
bargaining tioc.e in student-landlord
relations.
Organizing in the community is
the union's present goal. Everyone of
the thirty union members has one
specific thing to do, be it calling
people or trudging from door to
door, explaining why the tenants
union would be in their best
interests. Only tenants have voting
rights in the union.
"We're doing just about
everything." said Frank Kadi, a
member of the union. "We are
researching the economy of Orono
and checking out the business
interests of landlords.
"Locals," or groups of ten people
who rent from a particular landlord,
are being set up. The reason for these
locals is what Paul Gauvreau, union
member and vice-president of the

The ali\i
r y1;f1

THE COMMITTEE
HAS CHANGED
THEIR NAME TO

Nolia Ca one

SHOULD A
GENTLEMAN
WEAR A
LOVE RING?

and are playing
\IONDAY NIGHTS 9:00 - 1:00
at the

ANCHORAGE
old town

It you're expecting j iiiilliui
dollars from a friend in either
ngland or Scotland, or if you've
sent a sympathy card to Harold
Wilson within the last three weeks, i'
won't arrive for a while - - the postLI
workers over there have gone on
strike, and there is no indication of a
settlement.
The mailing room personnel at the
UMO Public Information Center have
to hold letters addressed to either
country until the strike is over.
They've collected about 150 since
the strike began three weeks ago.
The Orono Post Office is sending
back mail pieces when return
addresses are indicated.

Orono tenants union

The Penobscot Valley Regional
Planning Commission, investigating
housing characteristics in Penobscot
County. , released its findings
• — FREE INFORmATION-LOW COST, SAFE, LEGAL

Maine writers

available

1 he office of the Building November 6, 1970. In Old I own, a
Inspector lists 46 dwelling units, stunning 37 per cent of all units were
including apartment units, as being found to be substandard. Luthermore
demolished either due to dilapidation
townspeople have no housing
or other causes.
commissioner to investigate for them.
Lozier said the average rent in Old
This very fact that Old Town
Town is about S110 for a heated
hasn't a housing commissioner, or for
apartment. Ile also pointed out that
that very matter even a housing code,
most of the apartments are in good
raises many questions.
condition.
However, according to records in
Who do people call when
the inspector's office, of the 2,638 something is wrong with their
total housing units in Old Town in
apartment and the landlord refuses to
1960, 15.6 per cent were
fix it? Are landlords taking advantage
deteriorating and 4.5 per cent were
of students or vice versa? These and
dciapitLai.sit.
other questions can't be answered
now, simply because no one has the
In Penobscot County in 1960 the authority to answer them. amount of "available vacant" housing
was about three per cent (733 units)
indicating a fairly tight housing
market. A vacancy rate for rental
units of three per cent for those
types of units in demand is
considered a reasonable rate.
Generally, Maine housing is older
stock with relatively no rental
construction in several decades.
Insofar as condition and plumbing
are concerned, 67 per cent of all
housing units were found to be
sound. Five per cent were found
dilapidated and seven per cent were
found to be deterioriating.

ONAN
new

British -bound
mail held here

ALPINE SET

tCarvea
the Love Ring
people.
Love is what weddings are all
about And love is what your
wedding rings should he all
about. too That's why we have
wedding Love Rings from ArtCarved In matching designs for
brides and grooms Come see
our complete ArtCarved collec•
lion today

IMO student senate called "people's
separate needs."
"We're aiming to form a basis
where the landlord and tenant are on
equal ground," said Kadi. "We like
the idea of collective bargaining."
Kadi added, however, that if that
course of action fails rent strikes
might result, but he was most
emphatic in saying that the union
would be most reluctant to do it.
Gauvreau said the Tenants Union
has plans for establishing a
newspaper, which would serve as a
tool for negotiation as well as to keep
the tenants aware of what's
happening and help to get them
involved.
Billie Croxford, another union
member, said the union is not
concerned only with representing the
interests of tenants in general. Of
primary concern to the union, she
noted, are the elderly people of
Orono,

Council won't
force open
meetings
I11011011

vs Ilk h

sv tli1111

rcqui.

ision.d. departmental and
college ta..ulty [fleeting. he open w
soundly defeated at th
of
dieges nieetnir \hind
'student nictubet
II 11,11m
nKitic Ilic prorusal. Ill the ensuing
debate, it ts
brought out that
actually the 111111, ii 01 olleges is
not a legislative hods , but an
administrative one and therefore
could not make this decision. When
the motion came to a vote. only the
student representatives voted in favor
of it.
Also on the agenda was discussion
of the proposed calendar for the
1972-1973 school year. The present
proposed calendar has the fall
semester starting after Labor Day. and
ending in January at it does now. It
also calls for ending before Christmas
on Wednesday at noon and returning
to classes on a Wednesday at noon. A
motion was made and carried to
recommit the calendar to the
committee and change the Christmas
break. A request was made for both a
traditional calendar and a new 14
week calendar with the semester
beginning right after labor day and
ending before Christmas.
thji
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bring
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to Katandin
The Sierra Club will sponsor a
winter backpack and camping trip to
Katandin Stream in Baxter State Park
Leh. 20-21.
'I N% trip is limited to 15 people.
1. or reservations and further
information, contact either Gerry
Ireland. Bangor 1947-8007) or Don
n'Itannon. 1sliville 1422-16(181 ht
I eh. 13.
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Trustees say budget cut
will limit enrollment

More students will be
competing
McNeil added that the
for fewer places in
planned education, woul
the Super-U if
d. have an
appropriations could only cover
cuts in the UM
a opportunity to do so.
budget are not
"modest increase in salary for
restored by the 105th Legisl
facult
y
At the same meeting, Presid
ature.
and classified employees."
ent
In his report to the
Winthrop Libby pointed to two
Board of
The trustees, who met at UMO
crises
Trustees, Chancellor
at UMO which, he said,
Donald R. Feb. 4,
"must be
learned that, with resolv
McNeil said if UM opera
ed in the near future."
tes with the applications
for admission up 25 per
budget approved by Gov.
There presently exists a probl
Kenneth cent this year,
em
an enrollment freeze as to
Curtis, it will be "very diffic
which programs will get priori
ult to would mean
ty
that fewer Maine in
approve expanded
enrollment." students
appropriating the limited funds
wishing to go on to higher
available, Libby said. He cited

wait
•

environmental studies and increa
sed
educational opportunity far the poor
as two areas requiring
particular
attention.

Libby also stressed the need for
more university involvemen
t in
community affairs and an acade
mic
upgrading of all college progr
ams.
The second crisis as seen by Libby
is the necessity for "a chang
e in
structure" throughout the university
involving faculty, administration,
and
students. He wished to see an end
to
the present situation where
similar
fields of study are administer
ed by
different colleges. Libby
also
proposed the creation of an office
of
Vice-President for Research
and
Public Services with the function
of
coordinating university research
with
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its extension services.
The Educational Policy
Committee recommended that
athletic scholarships be awarded
solely on the basis of "financial need
and academic promise." Libby said
that this would not satisfy the more
ardent supporters of inter-collegiate
athletics at the university but that it
was a good first step. The board gave
unanimous approval to the
committee's recommendations.
In other action the trustees
approved in concept complete
consolidation of UM's Portland and
Gorham campuses. Finally, the board
tabled a motion supporting the state
board of education which some
people around the state are claiming
should be done away with.

Trustees promote eight
to full professorship
Eight faculty members have been
computer scien,c, ‘‘illiari L. Soule,
elevated to the rank of full professor
mathematics.
at UMO. The promotions have been
Given associate professor rank in
authorized by the university's Board
the College of Technology were
of Trustees.
•
Mriganka Chosh, civil engineerin
g;
Promoted to professor in the
Jayendran Rasaiah, chemistry:
College of Arts and Sciences were
THE LAST SUPPER -- Trustees cerebr
Charles R. Russ, chemistry; Franklin
al sufferings
George _
bring pained looks and furrowed
S. Cunningham, E. Woodard,
threat of enrollment freezes for the
brow to the
civil engineering. In the
Univer
sity
if
the
mathe
matics, a faculty member since
deliberations. One of the prime conce
budget is slashed to the predicted $61
College of Education, Theodore
rns was the
million level.
1962; William R. Dopheide, speech, Vroo
man was named associate
here since 1968; John W. Hakola,
professor of education; while in the
history, a faculty member since
department of library science, James
1959; Max Hammer, psychology, a
VanLuik was promoted to associate
part-time lecturer from 1961-69;
professor of library service.
Charles W. Major, zoology, a faculty
Promoted to the rank of associate
member since 1959; and Edward S.
professor in the College of Life
Northam, mathematics, a faculty
Sciences and Agriculture were Joseph
member since 1965.
Lerner, biochemistry; Richard Hale,
Promoted to professor in the
forestry; Peggy Schomaker, home
Greater educational opportunities
College of Business Administration
I -I this way a freshman could
management and consumer
for low-income people and the
Maine youths, should be expanded. was Guvence Alpander,
make the necessary financial plans in
management, economics; Rober
t Vadas, botany,
seemingly endless series of tuition
lack
The
a
facult
of
y
faculty and
member since 1965.
order to get through school without
soology and oceanography.
increases were among the topics of
administrators in the University' from
Elevated to professorial rank in
having these arrangements disrupted
Named assistant professors were
discussion at a "rap session" with the
minority groups was brought up by the College of Life Scien
ces and
by an unexpected tuition increase.
Doris Sykes, a junior from
University of Maine's Board of
Agriculture was Herman DeHaas, Charles Dockery, Paulette French.
Laura Luszcynski, Reinhard
While the trustees said they liked Washington, D. C. Again the
Trustees.
trustees biochemistry, a faculty member since
her
Zollit
idea,
sch, College of Arts and
and
in
fact
said
would
that
Eight trustees, along with
they would look into the 1959.
favor the
Sciences; Gleason Gray, College of
Chancellor McNeil and Commissioner elimination of all tuition fees at the matter, but no commitments were
Life Sciences and Agriculture; David
of Education Carroll McGary, university, they would not make any made.
Promoted to the rank of associate
Ames, Mary Crichton, Ewen L.
The possibility of coed dorms
answered questions from a panel firm promise other than that they
professor in the College of Arts and
MacKinnon. department of physical
made up of four students, supposedly would keep Miss Downs' proposal in with men and women living in rooms
Sciences were Gerald I.. Dube,
education and athletics.
side by side was presented to the
representative of the student body mind.
Several questions about the trustees by Student Senate Presid
here at UMO. President Winthrop
ent
Libby monitored the one-and-a-half opportunity for the financially Chic Chalmers, another panel
hour session in Hauck Auditorium disadvantaged young of Maine to member. As before, the thrustees
attend the university were directed to would not make any promises
last Wednesday.
but
the Trustees. The Board felt that appeared interested in the idea.
Sue Downs, a sophomore member more money was necess
ary to enable
of the panel, proposed to the more of those who
need it, to receive
It was felt by one board member
committee that a student upon financial aid in
order to attend however, that the
Orono campus
entering the university should be college. It was also
agreed that the serves as an example for
the rest of
assured that he will be paying the Upward Bound progr
am, which each the university
The Board of Trustees last
campuses and
same tuition for the full time he year opens the door
development of UMB. He will
of higher therefore must be
Thursday approved President Libby
also
cauti
ous
comes here.
in
's have the normal responsibili
how
education to a number of low-income
ties of a
choice of John Beckley as direct
fast and far it goes in these matte
or of campus administrator and
rs.
will report
the University of Maine at Bango
r.
to the Vice President for Acade
mic
Affairs at Orono, Dr. James Clark
Beckley will assume his new post
.
March I for a period running through
Beckley graduated from St. Mary's
June 30, 1972. For the past two
years he has been dean of the Greater College in 1951 and received his
Hartford Community College in master's degree in education and
guidance from
Hartford, Connecticut.
West Virginia
University in 1962. He expec
ts to
receive his doctorate in higher
I he best-selling books of all time graduates of various universities
In his new capacity, Beckley will
who continue their information table in
education administration from
arc the dictionary and the Bible. are working with Inter-Va
be responsible for planning the future
the
rsity. Five the Union in March and to
hold a
University of Connecticut this spring
Almost every student owns a discussions were held Sunda
.
y night conference of Inter-Varsity group
s
dictionary, but how many have a and five more were
scheduled for from New Hampshire and
Maine
Bible? There is a group of students Monday night.
sometime this spring.
on campus which hopes to change
The response from students has
that situation by distributing 5,000 been good, in Nelson's estim
ation.
free copies of the New Testament to An information table has been
set up
their classmates.
in the Union and Inter-Varsity
The group is the Inter-Varsity members intend to follow. up interest
Acting UMP-G President William
Fellowship, a on a personal level.
Christian
J. MacLeod has announced the
-deno
minational aggregation of
non
When the present supply of Bibles appointment of a 1968 UMO
believers in Christ. 'VC!' is a runs out IVO; may order more.
"Applications are going up and
The graduate
a s
assistant
The projected number of plat-, to
student-run organization. Its 160 books come from the Free
Bible registrar-scheduler for the UMP-C, acceptance are going down, to put it
be occupied by freshmen in fall 1971
members meet in the Totnian Room Literature Society at reduc
simp
ly,"
campu
says
s.
James
a
ed rate.
Harmon, is 1,780 as opposed to
1,990 for fall
of the Union on Friday nights for Up to the present the cost has run
Philip D. Cheney, a native of director of admissions at UMO.
1970. Already. 1,411 have been
speakers, discussions, social welfare to nearly $200. Nelso estim
For the 5,626 freshmen who have
ates that I ewiston who received his B.A. at
n
accepted on early admissions. To
projects and. sometimes. Bible it may be $350 to $400 befor
e the [NO. will be responsible for the applied for Fall 1971, the prospects date there are 4,215
applications
studies.
for
admis
sion
project is complete.
space assignment of LIMP-G facilities,
look gloomy'. waiting to fill
the remaining 369
They hope to share their interest
Applications are still arriving and are
IVCI. is a university-sponsored and the scheduling of final exams.
places.
in the Bible with others on campus organization but receives no funds
Cheney, 27. spent three years in being left open until March I.
0u t -of- st aters have an even
through this project. According to from UMO. The group plans
Accor
ding
to
Harmon, UMO must tough
to pay Furope. from 1962-65, with the U.S.
er time this year. From the
President of IVO'. Don Nelson, the for the project through personal A rmy
cut
down on admissions to achieve a
Intelligence Corps before
projected freshmen class only 370
group will "try to give out to as contributions.
attending UMO. He has also held leveling off in the number of places are open
to non-residents. To
many students as possible an easy,
Inter-Varsity conducts its business positions as Assistant Manager of students. This is necessary because of date
3,065 out-of-staters have
readable account of the gospel of through a group of elected officers, men's housi
lack of facilities and money for
ng and Assistant Dean of
applied.
Jesus Christ."
including Vice-President Al Cooper, Residence Halls at UMO. He is Orono's expanding campus. Rather
than having a larger freshmen class as
The distribution is being followed Secretary Gloria Watt and Treasurer currently completing
The number of transfers is also
work on his
they have in the past, they must limit
up by discussions in the dorms held Paul Westin. Their advisor is Dr. masters degree here
being limited. There will be 175
in student
it to the number of students who will
by IVCF members and recent Richard J. Rowe. They plan to personnel.
accepted for Fall 1971 as compared
leave this spring.
to 425 taken for Fall 1970.

Trustees' rap session with students
produces no promise of commitment

Beckley appointed
director of UMB

Inter-varsity Christian fellowship
distributes free bibles to students

Applications are up,

admissions down

I
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Of requirements
and
double-talk
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by Fred H

Bussing students
on Star Route zero
by Don Perry

There would seem to be an
amount of
disorganization in the College
of Arts and
Sciences about what to tell a
student who
wants to change his courses because
of the new
requirements.
Last week the A&S faculty
voted to
liberalize its requirements with
one year
minimums in five categories: ( 1
) Fine Arts,
Speech and Drama;(2) Foreign Lang
uage;(3)
Social Sciences; (4) Natural Scie
nces and
Mathematics;and (5) Humanities.
The A&S Educational Policy Commit
tee has
not yet decided upon which courses
will come
under each of these categories and
which will
be allowed to fulfill the new requirem
ents.
And granted, Dean Nolde could not
afford
to let thousands of students change
their minds
during the last two days of the
most hectic
add-and-drop period yet.
But it would seem there is a need
for
consolidation of excuses and expl
anations
among the faculty. One student was
told by his
advisor that when the change beca
me effective
it would only apply to members of
the class of
1975 and those after that. It woul
d not effect
those in the classes of 1974, 73,
or 72. But the
proposal definately stated it woul
d become

very•tiine I get on one of these finally caug
effective with the class of 72.
ht up with the Hudson
damn buses something happens."
Bus Lines.
Another student was told the change
This
was
had
the comment of a South
only preliminary approval by the faculty, that
The four year students who live
Campus student recently, when one
it must be referred back to the Educational of the buses which carries him to and on South Campus are transfers,
Policy Committee for restating and then back from his Orono classes each day ran readmissions, and special students.
Many of them -to the A&S faculty for another vote of out of gas on Route 95, five miles all their classes most of them -- have
at Orono. For some,
from South Campus, and had to stop
approval.
at the "barn" to fill up, delaying the most of their friends are at Orono.
Still another student was told by one of the student from his next class by at least South Campus is their bedroom, ant'
their chow hall, and that is all. Bu.
secretaries in the Dean's office that while the fifteen minutes.
servi
ce to and from Orono or
Incid
ents like this are common on
plan had been approved by the faculty, it still
weekends is practically non-e
Huds
on
Bus
Line'
xistent
s
Star
Rout
e
Zero
.
had to be approved by President Libby and
A bus runs out of gas. Another stalls There are occasional buses on Friday
wouldn't be final until the trustees had vote
d and won't start. Others freeze up on nights, and on Saturdays, but they
on it.
cold mornings, leaving too tew to cost money. Forty cents one way, to
We can see there was a need to prevent mass handle the student load so that many be exact. There are no buses on
Sundays.
have to stand on
migrations (any more mass than they were
ten mile trip.
Students with cars can have some
). Still others have the
drive
rs who are
But was there any need to tell such untr
ue and apparently afraid to drive over kind of social life. Others, who wish
widely varied stories about why course chan
ges twenty five, making students late for to attend parties or social functions
at Orono during the week and don'
were unadvisable at that time?
their classes.
t
have cars, have to leave at 10:3
The fact of the situation was that
And, as though this weren't stra
0,
nded.
the enou
gh
approval proposal was not meant
have to put up with,
South Campus is a potential
to become Hudson to
Line
s either uses its
effective until preregistration for this
t breeding ground for neurotics. loner
fall. There buses for Star Route Zero, wors
s.
or it alcoholics, and frustrated
are many details still to be ironed out
four year
- such as doesn't have any better ones to use. majors. Som
e students
which courses will be available unde
d three
r each The buses are drafty, decrepid, and hours or more bussing spen
every day.
category.
deficient, to say the least. Body heat
And if they are not actually on the
is the only heat on some of them
But it seems easier to explain this
. buses, they are waiting for theni.
to a The windows won't stay
up.
student than to have each member
Bussing is a horrible and
of the
It is difficult to be kind to the
depressing
college giving a different explanat
re. While it is
ion to his Hudson Bus Lines. "They try hard." certainly true failu
that four year students
students.
says Dave Buchanan, who handles
the

(ELS)

The headless horseman
vs.
the rising tide

One is reminded of the allusion
to a headless
horseman when this snow-clad
campus is
viewed with a searching look
. Perhaps a
metaphor containing a rece
ntly beheaded
chicken would be more appropri
ate.
In either case, the populace
of southern
Marsh Island is seemingly with
out a direction to
which it can relentlessly tread.
In years recently passed, stud
ents have been
much like a rising tide--relentle
ss in every
pursuit. This aqueous crest usua
lly dampens the
enthusiasm of stalwart conserva
tives, drowns
the efforts of the anti-student
elite, and whets
the appetite of the radical rebels.
However, the
flood of the student drive has
abated, and the
receding tide has left its usual resi
due-mud.
In this treacherous quagmire
of apathy
flounder some 8.000 potential crus
aders.
Hooray! Who comes thundering
down the
embankment and onto the sleep-er
y sands of
the upper beach but the highly tout
ed Student
Senate. Hopeful looks arise
from the
mud-bound brigade until, with an audi
ble sigh,
'they see the rider is headless (and
the horse
quite lame at that.)
For several months the floundering
flock has
watched with lessening attentio
n as the
mounted magistrate gallops tremendo
us speed
across the sands only to run headlong
into a
ponderous dune. Regaining consciou
sness some
two-weeks later, it rises to wobbly
feet, only
to crash again into some immobile
obstacle.
Month after month the headless
horseman
staggers aimlessly around the beach, head
ed
only by an occasional overseer of "Justice
."
Here the /US faculty bullwhips the illustriou
s
equestrian back into the sand: there David Cox
"investigates" its rambling, more aiml
ess
nhinees

Despite these setbacks, only
280 have been
sucked under in the quic
ksand of the flats.
These were for "academic
" reasons. Not
surprisingly so. How many can
be motivated to
study when they are up to
their proverbial
ankles in the mud of apathy.
Being up to one's ankles in
apathy during
this school year is not unusual.
It seems to be a
nation-wide phenomenon.
Unfortunately, at
Maine, many students have
gone up to their
ankles while entering the
mud headfirst.
Because of this, many stud
ents are only two
feet away from academic
extinction.
To these people, and the
rest of the people
in the mud, the head
long, headless charges of
the aforementioned
horseman are, have been,
and probably will be quite
useless.
The motivation must come
from elsewhere.
Last year an invasion of
Cambodia led to a
veritable flood. An invasion
of Laos has
propogated mere ripples by
comparison.
"What we need is an issue,"
they say. What
issue of last year is no longer
an issue?
-What we need is a new
approach." — No
question here.
"What we need is new
leadership." — Nor
here.
The first step is caring, the
next is acting.
Spring is less than half a year
away, and the tide
is already rising again at Stan
ford and at other
places. Needless to say, for
many the time to
sink or swim will soon arrive.
It
travesty to stand and stare as the would be a
water swept
over our heads. Similarly
it would be
unadvisable for a flock of head
less chickens to
wander hither and yon with no
common goal.
It is time to look closely at the
world again;
the time for picking a direction is
near.
)

bus service for South Campus.
"They
come in to work at 3:00 or
4:00 in
the morning to gas up the buse
s and
start them so they will be warm
and
ready to pick up the first load
of
students at 7:30."
Perhaps. But why, then, are
the
buses so often cold? Do the
heaters
suddenly break down on the
5 mile
trip from the barn to the
Campus?
Call it a recurring coincidence.
"They bought several barrels
of a
special dry gas," says Buch
anan, "so
the buses will run on espec
ially cold
mornings."
Phooey. If they did, it
sure
doesn't work very well.
Blame it on
the maintenance men, ever
yone eke
does. Labor is expensive.
You can't
get parts. Planned obso
lescence has

at South Campus would probably not
be able to go to college otherwis
e.

one wonders if the problems bussing
creates is really worth it.
Transfer and readmission students
have bigger problems than the
ordinary student. They have drop
ped
out and back in and some still don'
t
know what they really want from
college. They don't need the extra
aggravation that bussing creat
es.
Nobody does. But what can you do?
There is one thing you can do.
South Campus students can talk
to
Dave Buchanan. He wants your
feedback. He wants to hear your
gripes about bussing. This man
is
trying to make the best of an
extremely poor situation for you.
Rap with him. You won't be sorry
.
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The Bangor police department is
presently on my black list. It's not
that I think we could do without it,
it's just that I think they could be
doing a little more. They're pretty
good at arresting bank robbers and so
on, I guess. However, as traffice cops,
they're not making it.
If, for example, you Lan drive
down the one block of Central Street
in Bangor on any given weekday and
not find at least five cars parked in
loading zones plus a couple of
double-parkers, it must be a holiday.
People park in front of fire hydrants
with their tails out in traffic and
double-park so much that it's
becoming the accepted thing to do.
Sunuay night I came to a stop at
the light near toe City Hall on
Harlow Street. Iwo cars went
through that light while I sat there.
I he light turned and I went down
Central Street and in front of Grants
sat one ot Bangor's finest. I sat
through that light and watched two
more cars run it. the cop. he just sit
there an' he don say nuttin. The tar
baby with the badge, nice and warm
in filS station Wagon. just wasn't fast
enough to catch two cars running a
red-yellow walk light when he's
ming right there. true, he may not
:iase seen the cars, as the desk sargent
•oal me a little later, but just how
much is mere to distract his attention

at 10 o'clock at night in beautiful
downtown Bangor?
Monday morning, bright and early
in a blinding snowstorm, a guy
parked by a hydrant on Main Street
with his butt blocking one entire lane
of traffic. 1 seriously doubt if he got
a ticket. I've a friend, who shall
remain nameless due to his position
(and mine), who never puts money in
a parking meter in Bangor because he
knows that he'll only' get caught one
time in ten or fifteen.
Needless to say, not all of the
problem rests with the police In order
for them to pick someone up.
someone has to do something wrong
(and as the sargent said, they have to
see them). that brings it down to the
everyday' Joe Idiot who got his
license at the five and ten. Most don't
care about traffic laws unless there's
a chance that they'll get caught.
I.m getting sick and tired of
risking my life every tune I go out
onto the streets. The guy who says
"I'm completely sober" as he
attempts to put his right glove on ht.
left foot. scares me!
May be ou won't kill vourselt.
but you might kill me or my wife. or
my' kid. that prospect doesn't turn
me onl
Be careful and use a few of those
brains you're supposed to have.
Please.

Editorial

points

We all know now how to get the
temperature to rise above freezing
build a snow sculpture.

['he Chancellor has announced a
$600,000 "austerity program."
Does this mean he is going to
switch to regular gasoline in his
chauffer driven linnosine?

And then there's the wag who
says the Student Senate has made
great advances this year. It's
increased the President's salary,
it's increased the Vice-President's
salary, it's increased the
secretary's salary
What smells worse than pollution
from the Penobscot company
while it nauseates Oronians?
Pollution from the Penobscot
company while it nauseates Old
Townians.
The buddy system? That's why
the South Vietnamese protect
American troop withdrawals —
while Americans protect ARVN
advances.

Our readers write in...
Fongemie's
i
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Earth Echoes

by Paul Adamus

he city in winter shares
uneasiness, the chill northwest wind
weaves through alleyways and
overcoats. It buffets the traffic lights
on steel poles and sends our garbage
cans rolling uphill.
We all know the wind is
northwest, for today it smells limply
of the Joe Davis Plastic Company,
although a few days ago we smelled
Bayway. the city has changed little
in the thr_ee years since I left it.
The bus driver notices, but secure
in the bus from the city winds and
thinking only of his own world, he
shuts the bus doors and the bus
moves forward without the man.
City winters are cold winters.

city, man is governed by brute
ancestral instinct; in the natural
freedom of the country he is freed of
those now ill-adapted instincts which
were once necessary as he arose as a
species. The country renews his
higher moral standards. Psychologists
have even found that men perform
simple tasks most efficiently in
natural green rooms resembling the
ancestralrainforest environment
where the early Primates evolved.
But peace will not come solely by'
setting aside more parks and cleaning
up the environment.
I tried to explain but soon round
it hopeless, for it just isn't possible to
rationalize an ecological conscience.
It is something which must be gently
ingrained by the school teacher or
parent who shows a
hild that
snowshoes may be more sustaining
than snowmobiles; cameras more
spurting than guns; earth echoes
more resounding than rock-music
echoes.

Man has a long way to go. When,
by concentrating in hollow cities he
stoops to the level of scrambling
competition with his neighbors, he
begins to think the rest of his
environment is less important. and to
“most without exception, this
survive he then will ignore and
deceive other men and their century's greatest conservationists
Flave not been opportunistic
environment.
Yet the very environment which politicians or instant ecologists who
he destroys with his cities may be his have just read that mankind has ten
moral salvation. By freeing him of years to survive.
the "survival-of-the-fittest“
competition of the city, the relaxed
In winter, the city clatters, the
selection of open green countrysides
ountrs whispers. I he ,ity
gives him room to wander, both complains, the country understands.
physically and philosophically.
The city :ries hollowness, the
Paradoxically, in the unnatural country lives reality. Let it be

favorite friends

ar James G. tongetnie

education cads with advent of Baby
lo the Editor:
what would You do.' Wait a few years
I has just finished reading your
and then be divorced to mend your
1 must take issue with James
letter against the Abortion fund and
mistake?
1 ongenne's letter of Feb. 4 regarding
the
niversity.. of Maine's
.'vs for abstinence in place of sex the abortion issue. to my mind the
". :p 0lIt) n a il
ti derdevelopect ... well, I suppose I'll have to idea
of the "rights" of an unborn
fc males" and I have something to explain something to you: there is a fetus is untenable.
An unborn fetus is
say to S. 011.
"sex drive" and unless you rely upon not an independent entity; it cannot
I irst of ail. what "emotionally
the joys of masturbators practices to survive when physically separated
inderdeveloped female" is ready or ccol you off, then there's a good from the mother.
vv aline to raise a baby into a chance you'll be out some night and
Thus, it ought logically to be
responsible, economically and find your very own self involved in a considered part of the mother's
emotionally secure adult? Raising spontaneous burst of passion.
body', which she has as much right to
kids, unless sou didn't know, is one
When the going gets hot and have removed as she would tonsils or
righteous ordeal ... an incredible heavy' are you going to take an appendix.
strain on the psyche of any young, precautions?
It further seems to me that those
unprepared high school or college age
As I interpret it, half of your who show such concern for the rights
Aid. An unwanted child often grows
argument centers upon the belief that of the unborn fetus generally show a
up feeling resentment and guilt, and
from the moment of conception a complete lack of concern for the
having his own serious emotional
mentality and personality is maturing rights of the mother and of
problems.
assay inside mother. Did you know understanding of her position.
v fat. if we do live under the
The arrival of an unexpected child
that during the first few months of
''democratic ideals" that you
pregnancy the embryo is basically no can cause dismissal from school, loss
mention. then tell me, which is
different from that of a dog or a of employment, financial distress,
inoraTh rig:its' 1,) avoid a possibly chickenn • .. lacking though and this after the most thorough and
inatr,age by having an
pro cesses. instinct, and cultural responsibile precautions.
to let the mother have sole
potentiality
Contrary to what Mr. I ongenue
living only to
r,-,p(mcibility 'or :le new life, or to
continue biological processes!
implies (or seems to imply -- his
rut i,o...•cd into
's Home style
So you see. this "plan for man's phrasing is rather obscure), unwanted
•
-iv r a
cruelest inhumanity to man" is a pregnancies are not alwass the result
or 19 and faced
matter of personal opinion. I have of sex entered into in ignorance or
vs ot.
of an instant
mine, you have yours. It depends on carelessness of its consequences.
fan,iivs ri, whicn you would be the individuals involved, the stability
Are one's life plans to be ruined
•ocially, morally, of their lives and the quality of their because a condom ruptured or a
, 41 died
economically. and legally for the rest love to determine the morality diaphragm slipped? Pregnancy and
stir!ire, 'amid unless your and/or necessity of an abortion. Dig childbirth entail a certain amount of
capitalistic pursuits are resolved and it.
discomfort and adjustment even
qabilized Isy age , 9, your college
Jenny fonilinson when entered into willingly.
I wonder, if Mr. Fongemie put

Ted

changes

his

mind

Chancellor's
lo the Editor:

To the Fditor:
ast week I submitted a letter
vs Inch was also titled Questionable
Recruiting and it consisted of many
gross errors which I hope, but doubt
can be rectified by this letter.
As the letter was written, it
appearred that I had talked to the
;toy involved, which I hadn't. Instead
It was story passed on to me and I
had meant to make that clear at the
beginning of the episode. The
proceedings were greatly exaggerated
and the impressions presented were
my oWn I rom
mythical
conversation rather than statements
from i he athlete, these were
intended tongue-in-cheek. However,
due to a grave error on my part, this
was not done and Me repercussions
have been serious.
actually, the it :outing program
,ii Maine is one of ihi' finest in New
ngland. Maine athli tes devote much
time and effort in helping visiting

nigh school seniors, Iratcim0. and
dormitory residents go out of their
was to furnish food and shelter; the
coaches, stall, and campus, in
general. welcome the visitor so that
he really feels at home. A visiting
athlete gets the feeling that Maine
people really care - and they do.
ll.wever, this was not what was
presented in my previous letter which
was extremely slanderous toward the
people involved. This was not my
intent. I would like to publicly
apologize to the fraternity house, the
student-athlete who escorted the
visitor. the young lady who dated
him, the coaching staff who saw to it
that the boy was well cared for and
placed in the hands of people who
feel deeply for Maine athletics, and
the prospective athlete involved. I
know that the damage done by the
first letter may never be repaired but
I sincerely hope that this second
letter is a step in the right direction.

to the I ditor:
himself in the place of a woman
pregnant with an unwanted dill&
I scuse me 101 the so-called
would he be quite so unequivocal?
banaiits or my thinking. but I
I further object to Mr. 1 ongemie's
happen to be tn favor co the
reference to women seeking
Abortion Loan t und.
abortions as "emotionatly
1 read a letter in the BANGOR
underdeveloped females." What is his
DAILY NEWS a couple of weeks oack
basis for this assertion.' It appears stating that this fund showed a
from his letter that he is referring
complete "disregard for the law".
specifically to women at the
Not so. Disagreement with, yes.
University of Maine.
But then we have that right. Such a
It has been my observation f I am
statement implies disobedience,
a graduate student who has had
However, which is just not the case.
almost 26 years experience in
As far as I know, the Fund provides
observing humanity) that a woman
transportation, medical expense
old enough and intelligent enough to
payments, etc. for LEGAL abortions
be admitted to a university is
in New York. Entirely legitimate.
thoroughly capable of deciding her
If'a woman does not want her
own moral beliefs and her own baby, after it is born she had jolly
course of action.
well better march down to the
One further point. It is well nearest orphanage and commit him
known that the world is or her to a lifetime of institutional
overpopulated. Biologists and social bliss!
scieruists have noted that when
Or, better still, she should keep
overpopulation threatens, human the baby, perhaps go insane and we
societies kikesteps to curb population all know how much an insane mother
growth
by abortion, birth control, stimulates a child's development.
late marriages, or even infanticide.
.1 he Bangor Doctor's "!ove tor
I his phenomenon goes bes.ond humanity" is so strong that he would
human philosophy and human ethics have another few million unwanted
it manitests the sheer gut-level will babies on this already grossly
to survive,
,lowded planet rather than abort.
It has been said that survival is the
l'in sorry I don't bus the "there
first law ot Nature. Could it be. then. might not have been a Christ" Line.
that the supporters and users of the because the same might be said about
Abortion Fund are manifesting the the pill. tor that matter. Do you
greatest of good sense!
propose to make that illegal now?
Susan Vs. Henderson
has Kenny

Your editorial, Budget Does
Everything Wrong. (February 4.
1971), was, itself so sprinkled with
errors of fact that I feel compelled to
comment upon it. It is entirely
within your province as an editor to
disagree with budgets as well as any
other University document, policy or
action; however. I do believe that your
comments should be based upon a
thorough knowledge of the subject
matter. this editorial exhibited a
complete lack of understanding of
the budgetary' process and even the
most elementary funding techniques
of the State and the University.
You imply that there is something
wrong with rehabilitating four
buildings and asking for funds to do
so. I recall when The Maine Campus
moved into a newly renovated Ford
Hall there were kind remarks about
the better working conditions. Maybe
doing the same tor a biochemistry lab
as we did for a journalism lab isn't
red Howard '72 logical, but to my way 01 thinking it

office

replies

Is. We have a responsibility to alter,
repair and main University buildings
and we intend to fulfill that
responsibility.
I'm glad to see that you agree with
us in that our classified employees'
pay raise is the highest priority in our
Part I request (not budget). We also
had some Part II money requested
for further increases but that was
eliminated in the executive review.
We have, through the cooperation of
Representative Curtis. taken another
route to equalize our employees'
salaries and wages with those of State
employees.
You deride our efforts to get a
.'apttal construction program started
again by picking out specific
buildings that don't happen to appeal
to your own sense of values, there
are people. you know, who tight iust
as hard for a place in which to engage
in athletic endeavors, or chemical
engineering labs and classrooms AS
others do for libraries and
dormitories Incidentally. you %cern to
have no knowledge of our $IO

million bill to provide additional
student housing. This bill is being
sponsored by Representative Douglas
Smith and is the first action taken to
implement a recently completed staff
study of our housing needs for the
next ten years.
I:Malls. you talk about "reckless
mismanagement of millions upon
millions ot dollars." This is a very
serious accusation. The hundreds of
people who have spent thousands of
hours determining what are the
highest priorities of this 1, niversity
and what funds should be requested
to support those priority programs.
quite obviously, would not agree
with you. How a young man, not vet
through his baccalaureate degree
requirements, can read atm
appropriation request booklet and
gain such a broad knowledge of
Unisersitv and State finance. escapes
•ne.
Herbert I. tussle, Jr. Vice
Chancellor For Business and
I mancial Affairs
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Social

changes

.,ard
to your

mind when
you hear someone mention AWS, the
commonly-used name for the
Associated Women Students?
In the past several years this group
has come under much criticism. One
of the most commonly heard
judgments of the AWS of late is that
it is — no longer useful nor necessary
for the betterment of dormitory'
living on this campus."
Women on this campus as well as
men have been finding more and
more fault with the AS even
though the organization has been
working to institute change at the
University.
Some of the more recent policy
changes have been the complete
abolition of curfew for women in the
FA11 of 1969 and the advent of
24-hour open lounges this fall, a
privilege of which most dorms on
campus have taken advantage.
Initially created as a legislative
body dealing with all aspects of
women's life at the University, the
AWS has played an integral role in
liberalizing the curfew policy.

In 1962 this campus still had a
lights-out policy — 11 o'clock for
freshmen and midnight for upperclass
women. In 1965 curfews were
extended so that all women had to be
in by 10:30 weeknights. 1 a.m.
Friday nights. and 12:30 a.m.
Saturdays.
Curfew for women was changed
again in 1966 when closing hours for
all women's dorms were extended to
midnight on weekdays and 1 a.m. on
weekends.
The system stayed this way until
March 1968 when a self-imposed
curfew system was voted in for all
but first semester freshmen women
under 21. These younger women
remained under the curfew of 10 on
weekdays and 1 on weekend nights.
The mechanics for the new policy
were set up by a committee within
AWS. The sign-out system was
changed so that each woman student
had a card which she flipped over if
she would be out of the dorm after
closing hours. The card would
indicate the date and the departure
time.
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Women who planned to be out
after 6 a.m. (The time designating an
overnight) had to fill out blue slips.
Blue slips for first-semester women
under 21 had to be approved by the
head resident.
A girl who was out and realized
she would not be in until after six
could phone the night watchman and
ask to be signed out. University ID's
had to be presented to the night
watchman upon entering the dorm
after closing hours.
Then in the fall of 1969, the curfew
was finally abolished for all women
on campus. At the beginning of
academic 1970-71, the AWS played a
big part in gaining the 24-hour open
lounge policy for this campus.
Seeing little action since the start
of the fall, when the 24-hour lounge
policy was passed, people are now
asking, "What is AWS doing now?"
and "Is it still an organization
essential to this campus?"
As most organizations do, the
AWS has gone through periods of
constructive activity and then has
fallen into a state of dormancy.
Members of the group. especially
the officers on whom the
responsibility for results rests, work
hard to institute major policy.
changes.
Once these changes take place, it
seems that there is a general feeling
of relief among those who brought
them about. Thus they tend to sit
back and relax despite efforts by the
leaders to call meetings to begin a
new project or to simply. carry on
regular business.
This has happened to the AWS in
the past and has seemed to have
,:arried user again this y ear. After the
passage of the 24-hour open lounge
policy. AS President Judy Hackett
called numerous meetines of dorm
H•c.idents and executiv,

the AWS in order to discuss problems
such as the night-watchman system in
the dorms.
Attendance was very poor at all
these meetings, nd some say that this
could be attributed to the general
student apathy on campus
throughout the fall. Other reasons are
that he organization has had various
elected officers resign this year,
among them the publicity chairman.
Sonic people who should have
been notified of meetings told the
president that they were not, so they
could not show up. Others had other
meetings to attend, or something else
to do.
In any case, these factors all seem
to point in the same direction that
many of those who have integral
roles within the AWS do not appear
to be willing to cooperate with the
leaders who are responsible for just
what the organization does and is
noted for.
Why do so many women students
not care what happens with the AWS,
or possibly want to see the end of the
organization of Associated Women
Students? Is it because they feel
everything the AWS can do on this
campus has been completed? Or is it
that the dorms want to move to
complete autonomy within
themselves?
As it stands now, the government
of each women's dorm operates
independently and handles its own
finances. How much more
autonomous can they be'? Women
students have been heard to say that
the .AV.'S has come to the end of its
existence - been of all the help it can
be to the "betterment of dormitory
living on this campus."
Recently a joint meeting Wati held
between the AWS executive board.
some presidents both men's and
%omen's dorms and the (I) ti

(Central Dormitory Activities Board),
which is responsible for handling the
finances for men's dormitories and
also provides programs of social and
recreational activities for the
University.
At the meeting, which was held
for the purpose of discussing the role
the two organizations play on
campus, ideas were tossed about
concerning the possible formation of
a committee of both men and women
students which would have the
function of planning social and
recreational activities between
residence halls. This committee
would work independently. of the
AWS and CDA B.
If this came about, as the AWS
president feels it may, the AWS
would remain as it is now - instituting
various programs of interest to
women students (concerning
abortion, drugs, etc.).
The AWS, according to Miss
Hackett, is a structure to work within
"in case something comes up." That
is what it has been up to now and it
has succeeded in liberalizing curfew
regulations, off-campus housing
policies for women, and open-lounge
opportunities. Such freedoms have
played a great part in closing the gap
students often feel between the
overly-protected college life and what
is called the "real modern world."
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AGES to meet
There will be a general meeting ot
AGES (Association for Graduate
Education Students) in the
Estabrooke Hall cafeteria Thursday .
Eeb. 18. An informal coffee still be
held at 8 p.m. with the mectliq:
starting at 8:30 p.m.
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MEMORIAL GYM — 8:00 P.M. tickets $1.50
"Phrases, psychological problems, political issues
or public personalities are in minutes turned into
five-minute encounters ... a musical comedy
between Spiro Agnew and Golda Meir ... a psychodrama featuring a bed -wetter, a paranoic and a
nymphomaniac."
"A totally creative and artistically demanding
presentation, the kind of theatre that is completely
uninhibited and socially very important."

liuMOR

71

also presents: THE PAUL BUTTERFIELD BULES BAND! JAMIE
BROCKETT
Saturday at 8:00 P.M. in the Memorial Gym tickets:
$3.00
JEAN SHEPHERD
Sunday at 2:00 P.M. in the Memorial Gym No
admission charge
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U of M Secretarial Association
Meeting. Dessert and coffee served.
North and East Hilton Rooms.
Memorial Union. Noon.
Faculty Seminar, John Stevens
and Michael Crawford to speak on
TRIBE, Inc., the Indian learning
center at Bar Harbor. Walker Room,
Memorial Union. 2:30 p.m.
Psy chology Department
Colloquim, Dr. Richard Ryckman on
the Locus of Control and Attitudes
Toward Women's Liberation, North
Lown Room, Memorial Union. 3
p.m.

CURIA! MMUS CALMAI

Friday, Feb. 12

Tuesday, Feb. 16

23rd Annual UMO High School
Poetry hour with Paul Hannigan.
Debate Tournament. Registration Peabody Lounge, Memorial
Union. 8
outside of Bangor Room, Memorial p.m.
Union. 1 p.m.
Bus trip to Bald Mt. Students with
The Proposition, theatre group ID's may ski half price. West
specializing in impromptu satire. Commons. 5 p.m.
Memorial Gymnasium. 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 17

Saturday, Feb. 13

MUAB and Art Department Film,
Snow sculpture judging at various
The Battle of Algiers 120 Little Hall.
sites on campus. 9 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
Snow bowl football competition.
Practice football field. 9 a.m.
Concert: Jaime Brockett, The Paul
A Field's Day of Humor will be
Butterfield Blues Band. Memorial held
downstairs in the Hilltop
Christian Science College Gymnasium. 8 p.m.
Cafeteria Saturday. Co-sponsored by
Organization meeting. Drummond
Somerset, Oxford, and Knox Halls,
Chapel, Memorial Union. 6:15 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 14
three W.C. Fields, three Charlie
CDAB Movie, Inside Daisy Clover.
Chaplin and several Road Runner
No Admission charge. 137 Bennett
MUAB Movie -Romeo and Juliet cartoons will be
shown continuously
Hall. 7 and 9:10 p.m.
No admission charge. 100 Forestry throughout
the afternoon. No
U of M Bridge Club, Certified Ride. 1 and 3:30 p.m.
admission charge.
American Bridge League game.
Totman Room, Memorial Union.
Monday, Feb. 15
7:30 p.m.
The Maine LaCrosse Club will
Forestry Wives' Club, Monthly
MUAB travel film: France. Bangor hold practices next
Monday and
meeting. Bring
wrapped gift under Room, Memorial Union. 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
prize
as
for
$1
game night. 204
Folk dancing. Hilton Room,
ieldhouse. Please bring all
Forestry Bldg. 8 p.m.
Memorial Union. 8 p.m.
equipment.

.
.
.
.
!
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The University police urge all
persons to comply with motor
vehicle regulations by parking in the
lot designated by the decal issued to
each individual. Flagrant or
continued disregard for these
regulations may result in a tow away
procedure.
Especially important are the
parking lots at Homes, Aubert,
Stevens, Boardman and Barrows
Halls.
The chemical engineering
department and the Pulp and Paper
Foundation will sponsor the 21st
Annual Pulp and Paper Open House
at the Orono Campus April 22-23.

Contestants are being sought to
enter the 1971 Miss Maine, U.S.A.
Pageant. The Pageant will be televised
the last weekend in March.
Any girl interested in more
information should contact Miss
Cherry Campbell, Apt. 2, 89 Main
Street, Gorham, Maine.

KEEPSAKE
DIAMONDS

A representative from
Camp
Walden, Denmark, Maine, will be on
campus Thursday, February 18 to
interview students interested in
summer camp counseling positions.
Openings include Arts and Crafts,
Land Sports, Tennis, Sailing,
Swimming (WS1 required), Canoeing
Dramatics, Riding. Students may sign
up for a personal interview in Room
221 East Annex, anytime through
Tuesday, February 16.

.
. Telephone prefix
.
I to change to 581

:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111111111•.

SOUNDINGS

The Mrs. Maine Well Baby Clinic,
previously scheduled for Feb. 13, has
been changed to Feb. 20 in the
infirmary.
or further information Of
appointments, call 827-5840.

DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing

University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
complete line offraternity
and sorority charms

38 Main St.
Orono
Tel. 866-4032
THIBODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
Specializing in

The three-digit telephone number campus where demands have
HAIR COLORING
prefix for UMO will be changed from practically exhausted the capability
by Ron Beard
sound. His latest album offering - 866 to 581 effective Feb. 19. The of the present system, according to
HAIRPIECES
Traditionally, Winter Carnival Butterfield Blues Band - Lire - has new numbers will be contained in the New England TeL amd TeL Adjuster
STYLING
Weekend has been a gig where a guy some good stuff on it.
Harold Purdy.
1971 Bangor phone directory which
Paul does most of the vocals and will be distributed on the same date.
RAZOR CUTTING
'ays out a lot of money to impress
"The equipment up there now is
one or several female companions. harmonica work and is backed very
The change is being made to nearing its saturation point," he said.
RETOUCHING
Xhich is fine for you cats with the solidly. by Gene Dinwiddie who provide additional circuits to the
Except for a change in the
scratch but I keep telling myself handles soprano and tenor sax, by
number of the main switchboard in
Come down to
there is a better was.
George Davidson on drums, Rod
Alumni Hall from 866-7011 to
35
North Main St.
This year I have found it. Here, Hicks on bass, Ted Harris on the
581-1110, all other numbers on
then, for the first time on any stage is keyboard, and Ralph Wash on guitar.
campus will retain the present 7000
OLD TOWN
One of the best cuts on the
Till I L CHF APO WEEKEND.. . or
series. Pay phones are not considered
How to get in hours of four-side-album is a lively, funky,
to be part of the university system
i.ontinued from page I
or (all 827-5531
entertainment for only Pennies a horny sound entitled So Far, So
and will retain their present 866
Good, Steve Madaio does the honors student must stay with preregistered number.
minute.
courses." Libby said emphasizing
RIDAY AFTFRNOON. . . you on trumpet.
and your date spend a couple of
While this may be the first Maine that there will be some flexibility,
Complete
hours frolicking in the snou and sun, has heard of urban blues, the folk but he "must plan the wise use of
much
doesn't
faculty."
have
He
enjoying that great American pasttime idiom is well rehearsed with
Auto Repairs
Li
Snow Sculpting. NO C'OST (and appearances by Seeger. Bok, and sympathy with those who add-drop
they may even pay you to stay Rush. So Jaime Brockett probably because of a dislike for the professor.
947-8915
We specialize in VVV's and foreign cars.
won't stun anybody., or catch them As far as he knows, all UMO
away P.
180 Center St
FRIDAY EVENING. . . after a off guard. But he will render a good professors and instructors know their
"Snow tires at cost while they last"
Bangor
nice hot bath or cold shower, performance, and that is important. subject.
Concerning priorities to seniors
whichever you feel you need. $6 ADMISSION (a good price for the
and majors, President Libby feels the
following a delightful repast at the entertainment).
college has an obligation not to delay
commons, pull on your galoshes and
I Al ER SATURDAY NIGHT'
strike out for the Memorial Gym. AND SUNDAY MORNING... if you the graduation of any student. He
Spend some time before the concert are still in the mood for music, turn spoke of one senior coining back
fully. appreciating the modern on your radio, electrically speaking. from a practice teaching assignment
structure with its genuine fake men's and dial up CIRCUS on WMEB-1 .51 and finding himself closed out of
.....We must be
three required courses.
room interior decor.
(91.9). Chris Gleason and Co. are on
Then go in and sit on the floor now from six p.m. Sat, until six a.m. sure seniors get all required courses."
PRICES REDUCED ON ALL
Libby said.
where y ou will gag and choke
At least the University is aware of
SUNDAY Al I ERNOON. . . and
LANGES & ROSEMOUNTS
because of the genuine fake
men's-room ventilation. Fnjoy if you its time to make it back in the old the problem and working on it.
BACK PACKING & HIKING EQUIPMENT
Maybe next year's freshmen won't
can. the patter of the Proposition. gym. Jean Sheperd is a funny man,
after
a
long
day
going
through
take
my
word
but
don't
for
it.
Go
RIDING APPAREL & SADDLERY THE BEST IN
Fhey are a funny bunch of people
back and read WA NDA HICKE Y 'S add-drop, remark, "I think the whole
and worth the...
thing rots," as one member of the
$3 ADMISSION (that's $1.50 for NIGHT OF GOLDEN MEMORIES,
class of 1974 did.
ou and 51.50 for your date). And or listen to his late night radio shovv
don't forget, with the Proposition on WMEH-I-M (90.9).
Listen to the brilliant sound of his
comes the most exciting event of the
weekend. . . the Coronation of the kazoo, or the plaintive sound of the
King and Queen. You won't want to mouth harp, or try to get through his
miss the splendor, the trumpets. the stories of Flick or chicken plucking
court jesters. the whole gestalt. (I)id I with a straight face. If you have never
ever tell yuu what Frank 7appa said experienced Sheperd. listen tonight
to Suzic (reamcheese when she on WMEH at 11 p.m. Then go hear
ON ORDERS OVER S3.00 AFTER 5:00 P.M. -- 7 DAYS
him live Sunday at 2 p.m.
mentioned being a queen?)
NO COST (courtesy, of the
LATER FRIDAY NIGIIT... your
PER WEEK TO MAINE CAMPUS AND LOCAL AREAS.
place or hers, it doesn't really matter. non-distinguished Lecture Series).
SUNDAY NIGHT. . . again gather
NO COSI. (at least there shouldn't
round your radio. First at 8 p.m. on
be).
SATURDAY MORNING... really WWII-FM give a listen to the GOON
try to get some sleep for the big night SHOW, an inane half hour of Peter
coming up, unless N OU are still at her Sellers and wackey British comedy.
place or she is still at yours, in which Then at 10 p.m. twist that dial 3
case y ou might try to make some fraction of an inch for WMF 14-1 M's
NO COS1 (unless ou- have to buy
breakfast. After that you could go
out and look at silos% sculptures. play. an FM radio, which shouldn't set y on
a fast game ot Scrabble, or watch back too much).
So there you are. THF
cartoons on the tube.
NO COSI (unless you bet on the CHI. APO W1.1. KF ND. And according
outcome ot either the sculptures, to niy calculations it shouldn't be
much over SI 0. If y011 can convince
scrabble or the cartoons and lose)
SA1URDAY FVFNING. . . tie y our date of your poverty situation,
your hair back ilnd once more trek maybe she'll buy you an ice cream
on doss Il to the gy iii (Of the concert. cone when its alLover. Have fun, and
Come In
It will be a good one. Paul any money you save through
,ii:
the
the
any
minus
of
yourselves
entertaining
in
he
is
Butterfield, though
P•sie
solid performances of I h in Bishop above ways, you could send along to
and Mike Bloomfield. still has a good me, cause I am always broke.

add-drop

HANSONS SKI & SADDLE SHOP
***********

395 SOUTH MAIN ST. BREWER
TEL. 942-3279

SKIS, TOGS, & EQUIPMENT

FREE DELIVERY
FEATURING
10 Pizza

OMeatball Sandwich

French Fries
Jumbo burgers
Hot Dogs
Chicken
Fried Clams

827-4277
GOVERNOR'SRestati

THE

'

Stillwater, Me.
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Which traits constitute royalty?
by Chris Danaher
What makes a king or a queen?
Beauty? Intelligence? Background?
Accomplishment? Nobody really
seems to know. What does a king or
queen do" There doesn't seem to be
any set policy for that situation
either. What does the presence of a
king or queen mean to the average
student? When asked this question
few students could manage a
reasonable answer. Why? Because
they don't know. And furthermore.
not many seem to care.
Possibly this attitude sounds the
death knell for Winter Carnival
royalty just as it did for Homecoming
royalty.
The only function of the king and
queen this year is to be crowned
during the Friday night appearance
of The Proposition and to take part
in the judging
sculptures.

If Winter Carnival royalty are
supposed to be representative of the
campus as a whole, they seem to miss
their mark. Three of the four king
candidates are football players. the
fourth is a soccer player. What
segment ot the university population
do they represent? Athletes are far
from uncommon on campus, but
what proportion of 8.000 people are
so inclined?
In the past three years, 11 out of
12 candidates for each crown have
been members of a sorority or
fraternity, an indication perhaps that
only greeks are fit to be royalty or
that independent students just aren't
interested in seeking the role.
Three of the queen candidates this
year are sorority members. Students
who place a value on carnival royalty
for purely sentimental reasons may
feel Ignored by this greek monopoly,
unintentional though It may be.
The candidates themselves are not

BLOW YOURSELF UP
b,acK

TO POSTER SIZE

Send any
and hnite
colOr photo. polaroid pr,nt
cartoon or magapne photo
A great G,ft ,dea
a solenoid Gag Ideal room decOraPerfect for partes
Poster mailed ,n sturdy tube

fion .

You, 0' I.,a
Ear- •y-

•

2 FT x 3FT $3.50
1

V2 FT. x 2 FT. $2.50

W

3 FT x 4 FT 57.50

--carnagre add 50c for Postage nancli ,ng 'or
. :ash or MO ,ho C 00 To

BLOWUP PO BOX 589 NY 10010 NY

After the voting on Thursday, two
totally secure in their roles. Some
expressed concern over the amount people will be given the titles King
of razzing that the. candidacies and Queen of Winter Carnival and the
brought on. One said it was matter will probably be forgotten for
disconcerting to have "people know another year. However, the chosen
sour face and name but not you as a two should relish their memories
with care, for they may be the last of
person."
However these were not delivered a dying tradition.
with a great deal of animosity. Most
students seem to have a favorite
Generally, those in competition
candidate for whom they will vote for the roles
don't feel that they are
"if I remember ..." Few even retain indespensable or that students
would
the starry-eyed view that royalty are feel a loss if the whole
thing were
a nice thing to have and "wouldn't it dropped. One girl felt
that the only
be nice if ..." with themselves as people who missed the
Homecoming
recipients of the honor.
Queen were the faculty .

Free courses popular

About 975 people registered for
courses. Over 100 people are in
courses that required no registration.
Sonic people came here from Mass.
and New Hampshire to take courses
with Abenaki.

many signed up for more than one
.7011g5e.

Krantz and Spaulding have
supervised the registration to make
sure young kids do not get into the
wrong courses.
xbenaki plans to continue
Operation through the summer and
into next fall. New courses will be
added, and some may have to be
dropped depending on teachers
available, and community response.

film festival

PINE STATE VOL KSVVAGE
307 HOGAN ROAD
BANGOR

TEL 947•0121

040')

'far-out'
by Renee Campbell

The evolution of love, affection,
and foolishness
an abenaki
experimental college course. :nay
turn out to be a far-out experience
for its curious members. Stan Finn,
No one has been turned down so
Some money has come in from who is teaching the course, may be
far. Some classes have been split into
individual donors. This money is the reason why.
Finn. 25 anti married, is a
divisions with one teacher for all
being used for office equipment.
divisions. In all, counting the
Additional money %dB be used to sensational individual. His beliefs in
divisions, there are about 80 courses
buy equipment for ambitious new the course are sincere, his ideas are
being offered, with the 1100 people
..otirses being planned. and for those wild, and his approach to ute is
inbelievably enthusiastic.
of practically all ages participating, already existing.
"I want to get i group of people
together. drink a little cc inc lead a
little poetry. and investigate the
obstacles of ,ove
scs
and
togetherness in ..iur ociety. iinn
said.
the only prerequisite tor the
course is one's acknowledgement ot
his own foolishness. Because of this,
Finn feels the number of students
may decrease at first. I he
lighthearted ones will drop out
because of inhibitions which will
prevent them from being honest with
themselves and with the others.
Finn feels that every relationship
should be based on a one-to-one
basis. He explained, however, that
some individuals who feel they have
an image to live up to make this type
by Gary Growe
of relationship impossible. Ile used a
The comic climax is the marriage party as an example of what he
The Taming of The Shrew
of Kate and Petruchio. Petruchio meant.
directed by Franco Zeffirelli, opened
arrives hours late, drunk, and dressed
"Take a parts where protessors
the Shakespeare Film Festival with
in a Day-glo clown's suit. and students are both incited.
rollicking comedy Feb. 7 in Hauck
Petruchio/Burton turns the ceremony Everything is informal, the mood
is
Auditorium.
into a Marx Brothers burlesque.
relaxed, and ever one discusses the
The film marked the opening of a
Elizabeth Taylor as Kate is the same thing on the same lesel.
Then
six-week series of Shakespearian
perfect bitch. She is a diamond-hard the very next day in
class cvers thing
cinema productions.
beauty whose icy inaccessibility is different from
Use night before. In
Central to Zeffirelles success was makes her all the more desirable. some
cases, the •itident might try to
the casting of Richard Burton as With ebony tresses flying and
relate to a prote•Aor as he did the
Petruchio. a gentleman of Verona dynamite emerald ey cc flashing,
night before; .:'iances ale lie is
and Elizabeth Taylor as Kate, the
Taylor's
performance as Kate quickly reminded of
the professor's
shrew. Briefly, the plot revolves prefigures her Oscar-winning role as
status and the relationship again
around Petruchio's attempt to "woo, Martha in Who's Afraid of Virginia
becomes formal. It just shouldn't
wed and bed" Kate. His interest is
Woolf?
have to be that was .•• Finn said.
not so much of the heart as it is of
laylor does a little too much
Another topic which will be
the purse. Baptista. Kate's father. heavy breathing; Liz doesn't have
to discussed at length includes the many
promises Petruchio a generous
inhale to display her ample charms. different types
of relationships
dowry.
Victor Spinetti's portrayal of the between the psychoan
alyst and the
Both Burton and Taylor are
foppish Hortensio is finely drawn. patient. Finn
wants to discuss the
particularly suited to their roles.
His farcial masquerade as the lute psychoanalyst in
terms of his
Unfortunately, Burton is more
player (who looked like the Dead's qualifications. lie
wants to discuss
widely known for being one half of Jerry Garcia) was enjoyable
.
the situations in which the mental
the superstar team of "Liz and Dick"
A special kudo goes to the state of the psychoan
alyst is often far
than for his powerful acting ability. anonymous actress who
opened the worse than that of the patient.
He possesses a compelling dramatic
movie by preening herself in a
"A Ph.D. in psychology
presence and The Taming of the
window and then displaying her necessarily qualify someone doesn't
mentally
Shrew allows him to blend this with
mountainous breasts to the dazed to fool around with
someone else's
his sense of comic delivery.
oung student, Lucentio. She life," inn said.
This sense of timing is best appeared later in the film
and in her
At the first meeting which took
displayed when, after eyeing the few minutes before the camera
was place Monday night, some of the
voluptuous Kate, he turns to a
able to define the ultimate erotic students posed •'why"
questions
companion and deadpans,'Oh,how I
earth-mother.
pertaining to sexual puzzlenient.
long to have some chat with her."
Cinemagraphically,The Taming of Questions pertainin
g to sex will be
His lewd "heh-heh-heh" always the Shrew was dominated
by a sepia discussed in depth throughout the
brought laughs.
tone which added to the sumptous course in both
mental and rhysical
Iwo scenes seemed expressly feeling of Renaissance Italy.
Donelli terms.
designed for Burton's full-blown, yet Donates costumes were a visual
feast.
"Questions and frustrations over
controlled, boisterousness.
The score occasionally rose above sex are basic reasons
tor much of the
l'pon arriving in Padua. Petruchio
the level of Muzak that usual marks neuroticism found
in our society
tells Hortensio (a suitor of Bianca. this type of period cinema.
today," I. inn said.
Kate's younger sister) of his desire to
he film did suffer from
"Fhe big question today,- Finn
marry well. ("I come to wive it projection difficulties. It was
out of said, "is just who ale the madmen
in
wealthily in Padua. If wealthily, then focus for an eye-straining amount
ot the society?"
happily in Padua.") Petruchio has too time. Hopefully, a technical
ly
inn's students, by watching
much to drink and Burton turns the proficient projectionist
will be found within themselves and the others, will
character into a weaving, drunken
before Sunday's presentation of try to answer the question
, [he
circus bear.
Castellani's Romeo and Juliet.
results may be shocking.

Shrew' opens

In a year when every car maker seems to be
giving you one reason cr another not to buy a
Volkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea to
listen to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new susperition system for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bring
in fresh air when the windows are closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
Beetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by car
makers that their cars are "better than a Beetle,"
there's only one car maker with 25 years experk
ence in small cars to back it up.
Volkswagen.

New course
may prove

continued from page I
drugs.
.% be nal(' classes continue
throughout the week, including some
on Saturday and Sunday.

'Taming of the

This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.

The candidates for royalty
themselves don't really know what
their role is or what it should mean
to the students. All of them
expressed surprise at being chosen
and they were equally flattered at the
honor they felt was accorded them.
But none could pin down the true
significance of the tradition.
One candidate felt that a guideline
should be established, a definition of
what royalty represents: brains,
beauty, achievement or whatever.
Once the purpose of the positions is
clear, steps could be taken to see that
those ideals be fulfilled.
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Extended parietals
cause varied reactions

Campus stomachs
vs. Commons food

fhe new parietals policy has gone
into effect with some dorms having
voted the change into effect nearl
y
two weeks ago.
Reactions to the change have
varied. Open house policy formerly
allowed twelve visiting hours only on
the weekend. Hancock and York,
skeptical of how 12 weekday visiting
hours and 13 weekend hours would
work out, have voted for trial
periods. Hancock is going to try it
out for two weeks and then vote
again; York will try it for three.
Some students said the dorm
seems quieter than before the open
house was instituted. Most of the
visitors go up to the rooms, stay
there, and then leave. "You very
seldom see a guy walking down th(
corridor — and if you do he's with thi
girl he came to visit."
Asked why she voted for the open
house, one student said it wai
"great" being able to have a guy
come to study in her room withoul
having to go to the library.
Another said "If I see a guy in the
hall, chances are he's with a girl and
he's not about to leave her and come
attack me."

by Chris Danaher

Goodell, Griswold to
be interviewed on ETV
Next week on Maine public Dayt
op Village, a drug rehabilitation
television, Maine News and Comment
center in New York. Their
will feature two special interviews.
performance before a live audience is
On Monday at 11 p.m., Charles
part of their therapy at Daytop.
Goodell, former Senator from New
York, will be interviewed. Tuesday at
After the Wednesday evening
7 and 11 p.m. on Maine News and program of The Turned On
Crisis
Comment, Brooks Hamilton and Dan area residents will
discuss
Everett talk with U.S. Solicitor rehabilitation in Maine with
host
General' Irwin N. Griswold during Ralph Baxter and Maine
Assistant
Griswold's visit to UMO.
Attorney General Richard Cohen on
Maine Turns On.
Monday at 7 p.m., The Turned On
Crisis will explore the drug culture
They Went Thara Way premieres
and will focus on current approaches Monday at 10:30 p.m. with excerpts
and treatments that deal with drug from the movies of the earliest
rehabilitation in the United States.
Western star, Broncho Billy
Anderson. This series re-examines 70
On Wednesday ex-addicts will
years of Westerns, investigating the
discuss the route back to reality deve
lopment of Westerns as a
through a group of dramatic signif
icant art form. Included will be
improvisations on The Turned On
a look at The Great Train Robbery,
Crisis. The actors are residents of made
in 1903.

Craig the Tailor
tailoring

pressing

KNIT NOOK

courteous service
open 7 days and flues
827-3848

Present your ID card for a 10% discount

Old Toss n

72 Columbia St.

* Golden Friea
* Golden Fried Your golden words on a 3 x 12
BUMPER STICKER $1.00, copies
* Ham Steak Haus cents, red,green, or white,(30

with potatoes, ci

letter max). The Snide Co., Box
93 Route 1, Blaine, Washington
98230

French Fries an•
C;;ifs'A:•,
',
-•

-s

V

Room Open Daily

1 A.M. -- 10 P.M.

Sundays: Noon to 8 P.Mj

Entertainment Nightly in

The Old 93alti
La Bottega Take Out Service
Dial 945-5883 (7 Days a Week)

Bangor

.ents &
..on staff of your university or
University group to obtain low-cost
travel to Europe. *Round-trip prices
as low as $187 for minimum group
of 40. Call: Uni-Travel Corp.,
1 ransatlanfic airline's agent
12 Pine St. Swampscott, Mass.
617 599-0287

01907

Paul A. Meuir
Haying trouble
with homework
Need more information
D. P.

CHILDREN'S.J

RESTAURANT

Or-----Dining

942-8040

Classified

Ea/16M's
Tel. 945-5692

601

Use Bulky Yarns & Multi-Stran Knitting Worsted

or creamy col. s

196 Broad St., Bangor

•

HATS — SCARVES — TANK TOPS — VESTS
PONCHOS

866-3656

Johnny's Pizza

North Main St.

"Paint 'em Yourself"
Economy Furniture
R.R. Station
Old Town 827-2484

AT THE KNIT NOOK DO IT IN A JIFFY,SOMEHOW WITH
NO. 17 & 19 NEEDLES and Q - CROCHET HOOKS

cleaning
3 Main St.

UNFINISHED BOOKCASES
CHESTS — DESKS

GOOD WAY TO SAVE MONEY

did not blame his torme
ntors
Everywhere in the world there are
Some stomachs were slightly less
compl
etely. "The problem is having
stomachs. Everybody has them.
vociferous in the denouncement
to feed so many people. I
of
don't see
Some people are happy about this
the nourishment available. "Noth
how they can do otherwise."
ing
fact, some are not. Mostly this
particularly special about it. It fills
Another gave the purveyors
depends on how their particular
of
me up," one said. "I eat it, but then
protein some credit. "The stuff
I
stomachs are being treated, for a
is
eat just about anything. Most of
kinda boring. It was good the first
the
stomach is not to be trifled with.
of commons
have something that can be
the year. Some other places
have
You can make jokes about its shape
recommended. On South Camp
worse
."
us
and rub it and call it dumb names
they have a good choice of salads
.
like tum-tum, but woe be he who
Indeed, some stomachs recounted The food at
West Commons is
mistreats his stomach for it is hard to terrible tales of estab
lishments where acceptable considering the number of
live without.
all food was self-service and getti
ng people they serve and their desserts
There are vi'e rumors of revolt the stuff was a diffic
ult as digesting are outstanding. Hilltop has the best
among stomachs in Orono. Some it.
atmosphere of any place on camp
us."
blame it on the long hard winter,
The
most
Some stomachs were
heino
us of offenses
others on apathy. But really the
curt:
"The
food? They should do
reason is the food. After all, a seemed to be places that cunningly
away with it."
A large number
stomach cannot live without food. A schedule classes during the stomachs'
limited their
comments to single words
stomach makes its living by most crucial hours of need. These
, and words
somet
of
imes add insult to injury by
one syllable at that.
accepting, processing and sometimes
Some refused
to comment on the
rejecting food. Word has it that lately severely limiting the times when
situation in the
the rejection department has been stomachs may have access to food, commons at all saying, "Never
eat
there
by forcing some stomachs to go
there. Can't hack it."
working overtime.
To follow up these rumors, the elsewhere for their indigestion and
There were talcs of epic woe. "I
Campus sent out its roving reporters denying others any nutrition at all.
had liver in West Commons the
other
to talk to stomachs all over the
night, and no kidding when I bit into
Many, many aspects of the
gastronomical region that stretches
it,
it
broke
all into little pieces. It was
The house mother of Gannett
from York cafeteria to Hilltop. The problem came under heavy fire "Not atrocious.
I threw it away and went Hall, Mrs. Ella Smith, said she
stomachs in that area are legendary only do all the vegetables taste the back for
pot roast. Instead they gave enjoyed the longer open house
for their strength and virtuosity. same, the servings aren't big enough. me a
couple of hunks of meat that sessions and that many of the guys
They
shoul
dn't
cut
up the broccoli.
They are also among the most
had fallen off some bone," one bring their girls in to meet
"Mom."
restless. It is possible that they have And there's too much cottage cheese stomach said.
"I like it. It's always nice to have the
in the lasagna.
cause for their feelings.
A few sounded notes of restrained girls around."
A random sample of stomachs in
optimism."The food they get is good
"The soup is like water. They
take
the area reveals strong opinions on
hot water and chuck in a little
before they cook it. But, you can't
piece
this issue.
Control of the open house is
of crap. The string beans are
steam food for hours and expect it
just like
to completely under each dormi
When queried about the quality of
tory's
taste
like
anyth
ing. I know they have stude
foods that stuck in his mind one rubber. And for Maine the potatoes to
nt government. Dorm presidents
keep it hot but they could at least
are
horrible. I'm sticking to Idaho
stomach replied "it sticks in my
cook it first. The food goes from are in charge of seeing that hosts are
potatoes from now on. One day we
signed up in advance, the host's
throat, not in my mind."
mediocre to OK. I'm not saying
it's duties are to set up the sign
In a different tone another replied all got raw hamburgers. An entire perfect
in - out
but it's better than it has
book and to notify those with guests
"One night I had dinner in Hilltop tray of meat was so raw that been
in
year's
past.
After
all,
you that visiting hours are over.
Cafeteria. The cuisine was Italian. It everybody had to bring it back and can't expec
t home cooking."
included spaghetti, lasagna, veal, give them another chance to cook it.
One stomach that had traveled the
spumoni (without the wine sauce
Each dorm has its own policy I'm
)
"The sign says that you can get as long hard road from summ
and it was served a la candle.
er camps recruiting hosts or hostesses. For
The much food
as you want, but not to college even gave them
candle was nice."
an example, York students can put their
A slightly more sympathetic many people want much of what encouraging word. "When you're names on a volunteer sign-up
sheet.
they
serve
. They shouldn't give us so cooking for that many peopl
stomach stated, "It's had and it's
e, sure Somerset Hall is starting with the
been getting worse since the much grief about seconds on dessert. some of it's going to come out tastin
g first room on the first floor, working
beginning of the year." However, he A guy likes to have cookies once in a like cardboard. But, they do a pretty
up from there, and is making hostess
while."
good job."
duty mandatory.

Of the 21 housing units on
campus, 18 have voted in the
maximum number of hours. Those
still to report their decisions to the
housing office are Androscoggin,
Lstabrooke, and the University
Cabins. All of the fraternities have
approved the maximum hours.
A resident assistant in Kennebec
said that while their open house has
not gone into effect yet, there is
expected to be very little change in
the duties. "We'll have to spend
a
little more time on duty or
weekends, but we don't think ther.
will be any big changes in dorm life.'

Professional typing done - term
papers, theses, dissertations, etc.
Reasonable rates. Rm. 300
Winsloss Hall, 8-4:30. Telephone
866-7110.

SUGARLOAF
Heated hunk accommodations
Week of World Cup Races
5 miles from moutain
call 866-2079

Wanted: Good Handball Players
Object: Regular Matches
Call Anthony Herbold
English Dept.. 205C
Stevens extension 7535

CAR FOR SALE - Foreign
Cars
your forte?
1966 BMW, 1800 mode
l,
complete new brake syste
m.
Good Condition. $1,000.
Not immediately for sale.
Call
827-2998

41.
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Terre!'resolution put in perspective
by John Carey

The college of Arts and Sciences
disatisfied with their requirements.
In majority of students took this stand.
passed the now famous Terrel
l fact, Technology was the only
requirements in many fields or
a mood. In a short docum
college In no college did students vote
resolution, and the University
ent
specif
ic course of study for the
wher
e
more
students described against
contained in the files of the 1971
community has been terme
a change in the grading individual stude
d
nt set up in
everything from "a giant stride themselves as "satisfied" than policy, the establishment of
conjunction with his advisor could Educational Policy Committee there
"unsatisfied" in regard to
toward a liberal education," to
student-faculty councils, the not be fully
is a new idea (for a UMO group
"a requirements.
agreed upon.
) on
stab in the back."
establishment of a general studies
The students, by and large, are not the essence of a liberal education.
If this opinion poll showed
If the move is put in perspe
progr
am,
decrea
a
se
in
the
numbe
r
of
satisfied with the education they are
ctive. anything it was that though the
It says "The university
it may become better under
should
stood.
whole student body was concerned courses required, or the abolition of
provide the student with
recei
resources
Since 1945, the curriculum of
acade
ving.
dismis
mic
Basically., they have
sals.
the about academic reform, the specific
essential to appreciate the
College of Arts and Sciences
human
Clearly, students want some expressed that they feel too mans.
has goals and complaints varied greatly
changed only minutely.
definite changes in the University constraints are being placed on them experience.
between colleges. In the liberal arts
"The true student of liberal arts
structures. Though these changes that bat them from a free search for
'Throughout the rest of the areas, stude
nts were most concerned
vary from student to student and knowledge. Most prevelent in their realizes that he can only free his
University much the same stagnation with
requirements and course
college to college, the status quo is arguments is that the present "liberal mind through constant analysis of his
has been evident. The only
notable structures that force them into areas
not cherished by many.
arts" education is too artificial and surrounding environment. The
exception is in College of Education they
are not interested in or feel are
,contrived and, moreover, endows on student should never be forced to
which, over the years, has
The
facult
y
is
not
so
inclin
ed.
not
been
relevant.
the careless student a false feeling of undertake disciplines in the guise of a
responsible for many new ideas.
However, in the vocational areas
liberal education, for such a practi
wisdom.
However, most of the changes
ce
in this of the University, students were more
fosters .a dillusion in the studen
college have been in course
t's
conce
content
rned with the quality of the
On a University -wide
level, mind (having been subjected to a
and teaching methods, rather
than in present program and the way they
students of the five colleg
es liberal arts education, the student
freedom for students to choose
their were evaluated.
expressed the feeling that the sterili
ty armed with a false sense of security
own course of study.
This fact first seems to imply that
and impersonality of the
present will not feel impelled to further
In fact, in the student opinion poll the changes
brought to Arts and
system forces them into many
areas question his life experience.)
of last spring, more people
were Sciences might not be good for the
irrele
vant
to their life while at the
In a poll conducted by the
dissatisfied with requirements in
I his committee. of course, has
Techn
ology
student and vice versa. It
the
Tducational Policy Committee in same time denying them full access only
College of Education than in any. of must be remem
enough power to recommend
bered, though, that
to
things
Octob
they
er
of 1969, the .‘rt. and
feel critical to their changes
the other four colleges.
to the .Arts and Sciences
44 per cent of the students in Tech
well
Sciences faculty split almost down
being.
In the two most career-oriented answered that they
faculty.. Such recommendations
were dissatisfied
Many
the
argue
middl
e
that
on
how to best provide a
the financial would then be
colleges, Business Administration
with requirements.
subject to an
and
burden they have undertaken entitl
liberal education. Whether it was
es enormous amount of revision
hnologs. students were less
best them
In the rest of the colleges. a
by the
to
obtained by a wide
a
role
in
the
decisi
onmaking faculty (as is usually the case).
:iriery of
Also,
process of educational systems.
Much the other four colkges
of the
like the consumer may order
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
what
University would not be directly
CHALET
options he wants on his car,
the affected, but would be influenced
.
student of 1971 wants to order
what
'The Terrell resolution is a
information he wants in
giant
his step compared to
Upstate Abortion
what has happened
education.
in the past, but trivial
At
last
when
a committee has offered a
Referral Service
report sympathetic to the student compared to what may happen in the
Our service can provide a
future.

Analysis

NEED HELP?

A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze

BILL GAVETT PROP
866-2311

Tune-Ups

BILL GAVETT PROP.
866-2538

safe, legal alternative to your
problem with minimal cost
and delay.

N.Y.C. CLINICS
518/785-8189
$

$195
19(5
)pen 7 Days a Week

1st AUTHORIZED K-L-H

UNION STREET & GRIFFIN ROAD
(next to Airport Mall)

SAVE $50

Dexter
Shoe

SAVE $40

On Model Twenty

$16.9?RE,EcT,

.3n Model Twenty Four

Model 20 FM

$34995

Reg. 399.95
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51 - AM

$37995
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LIMITED TIME ONLY! HURRY!

..rse. Baptista, Kate's father.
scs Petruchio a generous
Reg. 319.95

.h Burton and Taylor are
-ularly suited to their roles.
vnately, Burton is more
known for being one half of
trstar team of "Liz and Dick"
Reg. 349.95
!his powerful acting ability,
ssesses a compelling dramatic
and The Taming of the
Come in and see/ov.'s him to blend
this with
deposit to save of comic delivery.
then reserve yo, sense of timing is best
vou for up to 30 d;yhen. after eyeing the
te, he turns to a
Nipans,'Oh,how I
with
her'"
.eh" alway
s

These K.L.H. Stereo Systems Com
e Complete IA
2 Year Guarantee On All Parts
And

Labor

USE ONE OF VINER'S
CONVENIENT CREDIT PLANS
NEW ENGLAND'S
LARGEST AND MOST
COMPLETE MUSIC STORE

$25.99
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player.
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1st QUALITY
These are the boots that an entire
generation of guys and girls are
looking for. "High Riders" by
Dexter. In naturally rugged full
grain leathers.., and desig
ned
for today.

Now!
When you need them most!
And we've got them
today!

BANGOR

Main St.
(rlixt to Millers)
SKOWHEGAN
Skowhegan Plaza
Main and Mill St.)

LEWISTON

Bonneau Plaza
(Lisbon St.)

PORTLAND
Forest Ave.
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Graduates say jobs
are difficult to find
continued from page I
no more than 200 of them actually
do so. Of the 343 January graduates.
Brockway says 96 of them are listed
with him as looking for jobs.
Compared to the 150 recruiters
scheduled to arrive this year, 261
recruiters visited the campus in the
school year 1969-1970. The year
before that, there were 335.
Brockway insists, however, that
the number of cancellations this year
will level off very soon.
"Actually, I'm glad in a way that
some companies call me and tell me
they're cancelinr their visit. It's no
use for a student to get all excited
about an interview if one of their
recruiters talks to him but doesn't
have any intention of hiring him."
One result of the keen
competition for jobs, Brockway has
seen, is the fact that some graduates
accept salaries that are lower than
throughout the industry.
Furthermore, he has seen some
people pressed to make a decision on
whether to accept a job "in a very
short time" - - sometimes within
10-30 days.
But even if the interviewers are
coming in decreasing numbers,
Brockway figures that one student is
dropped each day from his "active"
list of people seeking employment.
Teachers are the easiest graduates
to place, he says, especially teachers
for women's physical education,
foreign languages. English, and
elementary schools. The only over
supply, he notes, is in social studies.
Brockway says most of the teachers
he has available for placement are
those with conditional certificates.
Most education majors find their
own jobs. They do not normally go
through Brockway's office.
As for the graduates of the other
UMO colleges, no real trend is
discernible. There is just as high a
proportion of graduates looking for
jobs from the College of Arts and
Sciences as from the Colleges of
Technology and Life Sciences and
Agriculture.
Brockway says the recruitment is
heaviest for graduates to enter
manufacturing, civil and sanitary
engineering, and accounting. It is
weakest among employers in
retailing. electronics, metals, and
heavy. industries.
The slump in hiring among IBM's
interviewers this year is typical. I aS1
l•riday. 29 gzaduates and undergrads
S% ere signed up for interview s for
mechanical and electrical engineering
positions in the company . Last year.
IBM's inters ICS% els N1 anted to recruit
business. liberal arts. math, and
chemical engineering majors.
Typical among the unemployed
graduate. is John (arpenter of
Orono, who received his degree in
pulp and paper technology three
weeks ago. Carpenter says he
frequents the CM() Placement Office,
but has found no job at all.
"It's not that there are no
prospects," he says. "People simply
aren't hiring anybody right now. All
they tell you is to reapply sometime
in May."
Carpenter says he could have
taken a job in Boston if he had
wanted it, but he is holding out for
something in Maine.
And he does not have a part-time
job while looking for work because
any employer "wants a commitment
to work for so long a time," which
Carpenter does not want to give.
He says he knows of only one
pulp and paper major with a job - this
student will graduate in June. A
campus survey revealed that only one
of the seven pulp and paper graduates
in January has a job. Two others,
besides Carpenter, are listed on
Brockway's "active" list.
In a similar situation is Kevin P.
Dailey, also of Orono. Dailey and five
others received their Masters degrees
in Business Administration Jan. 23
and five of them, including Dailey,
are looking for jobs.
".1 here are no prospects and
possibilities for work," say s Dailey
who has spent the last three weeks
hely): inters iew cd bs business
ruts's, niatives it the Placement
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Office. Last weekend, he started
mailing a resume of himself to
anyone he thinks might want to hire
him.
Dailey was sorry he had to give tin
his part-time job on campus, which
terminated automatically when he
stopped being a student.
One teacher who cannot find a
position is Stan Cowan, former
Student Senate president, who
received his B.S. in education Jan.
23.
Cowan says he wanted to teach
history and government on the
secondary level until June, but he
could not find an opening.
By teaching in a special seminar
one day a week at John Bapst High
School in Bangor and tutoring,
Cowan says he will have a steady
income until May. He expects he will
have no trouble getting a position for
the fall and plans to enter graduate
school in September, 1972, to study
college administration.
Furthermore, an expected rush of
students to graduate school in order
to avoid the sluggish job market
hasn't materialized.
"The glamour has rubbed off
graduate schools," says Brockway.
"This is because students realize that
getting a master degree is no quick
and easy way to get a job. People
with masters degrees can't get jobs
either."
The flow of applications into the
UMO graduate school seems to bear
him out. Roderick A. Foresgren,
assistant dean of the Graduate
School, says that applications have
increased 10-12 per cent over last
year.
Foresgren believes the school will
receive about 1800 applications by
the end of April, compared to 1616
received last year, He says only 901
of them will be admitted.
Economic conditions, he believes,
are a major reason for the increase in
applications but he points out
immediately that applications have
been increasing about 8 per cent
every year since 1960.
The Wall Street Journal reported
recently that some graduate students
have been deliberately delaying their
graduation in the hope that the job
market will pick up after another
semester. But loresgren says he has
seen no es idence of it here.
In the face of widespread
publicu
hout the lack of lobs for
new
graduated students with
Ph.D.'s, it may come as a surprise
that seven doctoral candidates in the
January commencement had little
I rouble getting work. Anthony
atorella. now assistant professor of
zoology at the State t niversity ot
New
ork, was so busy that he
couldn't attend his own graduation.
William T. Lucy, having received
his Ph.D. in education, is now an
associate dean under Arthur M.
Kaplan, vice-president for Student
Affairs at UMO.

All eight men arc either in college
teaching or administration. David G.
Hartung and Roger L. Grindle are
both history professors. Charles R.
Lek, Ph. D. in chemistry, is doing
post-doctoral research in Scotland.
Robert W. Lewis, Ph.D. in education,
is teaching in a Canadian college.
Lyndon J. Mayers, Ph.D. in zoology,
is teaching zoology in a Pennsylvania
college. Ronald L. Seifer, Ph.D. in
Psychology, is looking for a job
which combines teaching and clinical
psychology.
Doctor Kenneth W. Allen, head of
the zoology department here, said
Mayers and Latorella "weren't
flooded with offers but they didn't
have that much trouble finding jobs,
either."
After talking with you for a while,
Brockway pushes himself hack in his
swivel chair and reflects quite calmly
and makes the remark that this is the
worst economic downturn he has

14.1 cu. ft. No Frost Refrigerator-Freezer
with Jet Freeze
Ice Compartment
•Sub-zero air blows over
trays for fast freezing!
• Freezer holds up to
147 lbs.
• Four cabinet shelves,
one slides out
•Twin vegetable bins
hold 2/3 bushel
• Only 301/2"wide,
64" high

$268
Regular S395.95
TBF•15SL

22 North Man St. Old Town

Ivory Tuosday and Thursday
from 4 P.M. to closing is

l'ClkOV'tt COUNTIre
VAWIMY 0110143

'BUCK'
NIGHT
AT GRANTS

\\I'-'fi.>":"••••

FAMILY SPECIALS
YOUR CHOICE

$

* Roast Turkey Dinner
* Golden Fried Chicken

* Golden Fried Fish Fillet
* Ham Steak Hawaiian
with potatoes, choice of vegetable
or creamy cole slaw, roll and butter

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL HAMBURGER,
French Fries and Coke

74

• STORE HOURS: 9 A.M TO 9 P M

,
oraintj KNOWN FOR VALUES

Seen.

But he remains an optimist.
"Anybody who wants a job can get
one. But it
take tune."

rant Plaza

Stillwater Ave.

Old Town Maine
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STEREO
the first KLH factory
authorized sale on KLH
compact systems

New England Music Co. Has sold over 800 KLH
Compacts at their regular prices. This new price
represents a genuine savings.
Due to a limited number of these systems, at this
special price, the avai ability will become scarce.
Come in to see us or send a $50.00 deposit to
secure your order. We will then reserve your
KLH system for up to 60 days. We will also ship
at no extra charge to any destination in Maine
via U.P.S.

NOTICE 1
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• • YOUR TAX REFUND.
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'SPORTS
Pale blue trackmen
roll over Vermont
The Maine varsity trackmen swept
nine of 12 events to gain a 70/
1
2 to
33V2 decision over the Vermont
Wildcats at Burlington, Saturday, to
improve their record to 3-0.
In the fir:t indoor meet held
between the two Yankee Conference
teams, Maurice Glinton put the spark
in the Bear showing, winning both.
the 50-yard dash and long jump
events, and the depth of the Maine
team took its toll as the Bears picked
up numerous second and third places.
Other Maine firsts in the meet
went to John Partridge in the 35-lb.
weight throw, Greg Kendrick in the
high jump, Jim White in the 55-yard
high hurdles, captain Jim Good in the
600-yard run. undefeated Carl
Warner in the two-mile run, Graydon
Stevens in the I,000-yard run.
The Bears meet a strong Boston
University team here Saturday at 1
p.m.

2. Enson (V); 3. Carter (M); Dist. 21'
8"
High jump: won by Kendrick (M);
2. Eshene (M); 3. Alsup (M); Ht. 6'
3"
Pole Vault: won by Forques (V),
2. Lawrence (V); 3. Marshack (M);
Ht. !26"
35 weight throw: won by
Partridge (M); 2. Cook (M); 3.
Hannon (M); Dist. 45'?"
Shot put: won by Bailaza (V); 2.
Peterson (M); 3. Cook (M); Dist.
46'254"
Mile relay: won by Maine
(Douglas, Pulkinen, Henry,
Ballinger): T. 3:34.8

Farrier to give talk on
the anatomy of horses

The UMO Continuing Education
50-yard dash - won by Glinton Division has announced
that the
(M):2, Vick (M): 3. tie, Alsup (M),
anatomy and physiology of the legs
Coon (V), T. 5.6
of the horse and the way they affect
600-yard run: won by Good (M); a horse's movements, as
well as th
2. Etwert (V); 3. Shepherd (M): T. unsoundnesses of shoeing
and
2:18.9
corrective shoeing, will be the main
Mile run: won by Learned (V); 2. subjects of a non-cred
it course in
Ward (M); 3. Boric (M); 7'. 4:24.6
farrier science to be offered here
Two mile run: won by Warner beginning tonight.
(M): 2. Baker (1,7: 3. Learned (V): T.
LIMO livestock specialist, John C.
9:56.6
Goater said the 16-week course will
55-yard high hurdles: won by also cover forge work and
will lean
White (M); 2. Bird (V); 3. Stevens toward the horse owner
and potential
(V); T. 7.3
blacksmiths. Enrollment is limited to
Long jump, won by Kendrick (M): 20 students. I he classes will be
held

What is the nicest gift you can give
the one you love on Valentine's Day?
Whatever it is, we have it at the

Trustees leave athletic
scholarship policy as is

No change in policy regarding
grants-in-aid for athletes is
anticipated as a result of the
recommendations approved bN the
Board of Trustees at their last
meeting.
The board's Education Policy
Committee felt that athletic
scholarships should be awarded on
the basis of -financial aid and
academic promise." This is the same
position the University has adopted
up to now.
All grants-in-aid made by the
university are administered by the
Student Aid Office. Robert Worrick,
director of student aid, said that at
the present time there are seven
scholarship funds amounting to "less
than $6,000" which were established
specifically to aid athletes.
In addition the Graduate M Club
and the Alumni Association have
established an athletic scholarship
fund with a target amount of I
$50,000 to be used for financial aid
to athletes.
According to Athletic Directoi
Harold Westerman, his departmeni
notifies the student aid office as t(
which students are considered
athletes and therefore eligible fii•
these special funds. Other than thy

It was brought out at the trustees'
meeting, that now it will be up to
those supporters of intercollegiate
athletics at the university to raise
enough money from outside sources,
so that they may award more athletic
scholarships than they are able to at
the present time. Trustee Stephen
Hughes said he felt that more and
more colleges are adopting the policy
of awarding athletic scholarships
solely on the basis of financial need
and that UM would be a leader in this
movement.
11•0

BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A

LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEANINGFUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine -End of Toll Bridge
Brewer, Maine
Open 9-9
Tel. 942-8563

1164 41IC bra

MR. PAPERBACK

C 011\isToN
Is ALIVE
IINo tyaL

BANGOR

DOWNTOWN

ELLSWORTH

AIRPORT MALL

DOWNTOWN

LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHERN
NEW ENGLAND

Steaks
Roast Beef
Maine Lobster
Cocktail Lounge

PICTURE & GIFT

Maine

30% ou 25 tapes011
20y0 Off

Sound
& Intercom
Pickering

on

Amplifiers
Turntables
Turners
Tape recorders

The Nicest Valentine Cards In Town
BANGOR

17 Main St.

the athletic department plays no part
in determining who wili be awarded
grants-in-aid said Worrick.
Included in the committee's
recommendations was that "policies
and procedures for making
grants-in-aid to athletes ... be
developed by the presidents." The
Chancellor's office reported that it
expects them to do that when they
meet next week. President Libby said
that he expects that policies
regarding athletic scholarships will
remain unchanged from their present
form.

ON7'

Three Banquet Rooms

Picture & Gift Shop
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call 942-1120

Compacts
Components
Speaker Systems
Stereo

8 am-2 pm

call

120 State Street

components
Acoustic Research
Garrard
Pickerurbg
Sony
Bogen
Shure
JVC
E/V
FROM S119.95
942-6589 2 pm-8 pm

Bangor, Maine

Downtown Bangor

et it;

ALUMNI ASSISTANT WANTED
An opening is available on the staff of the General
Alumni Association for the position of Assistant for
Alumni Activities. In many ways this is a public relations
position, calling for skills in interpreting the University
and Alumni Association to alumni and friends; in turn
emphasis is placed on gathering alumni points of view on
the program of the Association and University. Principal
duties relate to: servicing local alumni associations,
Reunion and Homecoming activities, work with student
groups and some record-keeping responsibilities.
Required are some travel, strong skills in work
organization, planning, speaking and writing as well as
ability in managing group programs. Open to a man or
woman, with preference to graduates of the University
of Maine at Orono. Basic is a commitment to foster
support of educational excellence at the University of
Maine at Orono. Apply to Donald Stewart, Executive
Director, General Alumni Assocaition, Alumni Center,
Orono, Maine 04473. Resume and references required.

you're
a

HERFFJONES

ring

•
•
•

Class ring ot ders taken bs tepresentative

Tuesday, February 16th
9 am to 3 pm
STUDENT UNION
SPECIAL DIRECT SALE PRICES !!!!
Men's from $37
save up to 20%
Women's Marquis $28 Lifetim
e Guarantee Choice
of birthstones
4 to 5 week delivery

One day only...S10 deposit required.

Sophomores and upperclassmen
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Maine grapplers
win first of year

Maine
hoopsters
split a pair
I -

MO
basket ball Bears did it again.
following a startling performance
against the Bates Bobcats with a
disastrous effort against the UConn
Huskies last week.
In the Wednesday contest against
Bates, Nick Susi dominated the first
half with his rebounding and
shooting. The Big Blue jumped off to
3 15-8 lead, extended it to 32-15 late
in the half and closed the first 2(1
minutes with a 41-25 margin over the
slumbering Bobcats.
In the second half, Mark Johnson.
Peter Gavett and John Sterling took
over for Susi under the boards and
Gavett, Jimmy Jones. and Sterling
dominated the scoring.
ith 14 minutes remaining and
the Bears holding secure 60-33 lead.
coach Gib Philbrick emptied the
bench and every one got into the act
as the laughtet became the joke of
the year. Five Bears ended the game
in double figures, led bs Susi's 16
points. 14 of which he scored in the
first half.
Peter Gavett hit for 15 points,
Jones 14 (12 in the second half). and
POINTS — Bruce Stinson gets away a shot against a Hofstra defender.
Besse y and Sterling 11 each.
With the final seconds ticking off, it was too late for a Big Blue comeback.
liorstra won 87-70.
UM Bows to UConn

,

But Saturday's clash with the
Huskies from Connecticut was a
different story for the Bears, as they
got walloped by an 88-54 score.
After defeating the UConn five
112-99 Jan. 311 with a devastating
offensive attack and superb
rebounding. Maine found a new
Huskie team waiting for them in
Storrs.
In that battle Maine never got off
the ground and made the long trip to
Connecticut for nothing as the tall
Huskies shot nearly- 50 per cent from
the floor to the Bear's 25 per cent.
UConn started the game rattling
oft nine straight baskets before
missing from the floor and flew into
a 23-14 lead with hut 7 minutes gone
in the game. Bob Staak and Bob
Boyd continued to lead the fired-up
Huskies to a 50-24 half time margin.
The second half was nearly as
disastrous for Maine. even when
UConn flooded the court ith reserves.
and the game ended with the Bears
on the short end of an 88-54 score.
Staak and Boyd won the game
scoring honors with 32 and 26 points
respectively as they overshadowed
four Bears who scored in double
figures.
Nick Susi led Maine with 12
points, while John Sterling scored
11, and Paul Besse) and Bill Haynes
10 each.
The loss dropped Maine'slankee
Conference record to 3-4 and their
overall record to 5-10, while UConn
improved their VC standing to 4-3
and their overall record to 6-9.

Bear cubs push
streak to 31
The Maine freshman basketball
team held off a determined Bates
Jayvee team last Wednesday to win a
hard-earned 69-71 verdict and pick
up their 31st consecutive victory in
the past three seasons.
The Cubs, pushed hard
throughout the first half, went into
the locket roornat intermission with a
mere 33-32 lead and held on to the
end while the Bobkittens stayed
within range, but couldn't muster
my prolonged threat.
In winning their seventh contest
of the season, the Maine frosh got the
scoring balance they base been
receiving all year. with five men
scoring in double figures. John
Morrison led the way for the Cubs
with 18 points, followed by Rick
Hillman with 12. Al Dutremble and
Tony Hamlin with II each, and
Shaughn Hussey with 10.

IT

WABI AM/FM, Bangor

The Maine wrestlers came off the
mats with their first win of the year
in their pockets Saturday, downing
Hartford 24-16.
Led by Tom Schaeffer's 7-0
decision in the 158 lb. class and Dick
Cyr's 8-1 decision in the 177 lb. class,
Maine won six out.of ten divisions to
up its record to 1-4.
This is Maine's second year of
intercollegiate competition in
wrestling.

142 pound class: John
French (M) won by forfeit.
150 pound class: Gaetano
Fazio (H) decisioned Dave
Harvey (M), 7-3.
158 pound class: Tom
Schaeffer (M) decisioned Ted
Solloway (H), 74)
167 pound class: Ted
Wethje (H) decisioned Barry
Greener (M),5-1.
177 pound class: Dick Cyr
(M) decisioned Bob Colabello
(H), 8-1.
190 pound class: Chuck
Bears (H) pinned Gary
Worthing (M).
Unlimited class: Mike
Morse(M)won by forfeit

pound class: Jim
118
Strillacci (H) won by forfeit.
126 pound class: Clifton
Small(M)won by forfeit.
134 pound class: Bob
Harrington (M) decisioned
Sam Whiteford (H), 1-0.

Sports Calendar
Friday, Feb. 12
Skiing, first day of the Dartmouth
Carnival, at Dartmouth.
Saturday, Feb. 13
Skiing, last day of the Dartmouth
Carnival, at Dartmouth.
Varsity track, Maine vs. Boston
University, home, 1 p.m.
Freshman track, Maine vs. Boston
University, home, 1 p.m.
Wrestling, Maine vs. Bowdoin,
home, 3 p.m.

Monday, Feb. 15
Freshman basketball, Maine MCI
home, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 17
Freshman basketball, Maine vs.
Bowdoin, home,5:30 p.m.
Varsity basketball, Maine vs.
Bovvdoin, home, 7:35 p.m.
Wrestling, Maine vs Presque Isle,
away, 7:30 p.m.

GRAND OPENING
Today's Best Sellers
Cassettes
Popular 45's

HOUSE OF WAX
2 mill street orono

stereo LP's
Rolling Stones
Bee Gees
Jimmy Smith

Nat King Cole
Johnny Cash

Herb Alpert

Animals

Bill Cosby

Janis Ian

Dean Martin

8-track
stereo tapes

Mothers of Invention

Aretha Franklin

THE RASCALS

DEAN MARTIN

DONOVAN

DIONNE WARWICK

VANILLA FUDGE

RICHIE HAVENS

Walter Wandery

Frank Sinatra

BUCK OVVEN6

HERB ALPERT

Jose Felliciano

Cream

BLIND FAITH

BOX TOPS

Plus many, many more
A HUGE SELECTION OF FAMOUS ARTISTS

AND MANY OTHERS
AT SUPER SAVINGS
EACH

•

heal
liftilp
1 )1Returnik

Tuesday & Thursday, 10 P.M

february 11, 1971

the maine campus

$1.57

$2.99

